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Carrier has new plans for JMU
By Amy Porter
assistant news editor

Dr. Ronald Carrier hasn't skipped a
beat in his transition from business
president back to university president.
Although he's still tying up loose
ends at the Center for Innovative
Technology in Herndon and travels
there twice a week, his focus for JMU
remains sharp.
He returned from CIT with fresh ideas
for the university's curricula, and his
work there has improved his plans for
making JMU the best public university
in the nation.
"I have a really good understanding of
how a policy is made at the national,
state and local level, and ... I have an
insight and an interface with those
policymakers that will enable me to
bring to the campus an enriched view of
the kind of world that our students will
face when they leave here," said Carrier
at a press conference in his office last
Thursday.
Carrier said he learned a "great deal"
as head of (he CIT.
"Being president of an institution,
you're exposed to a lot of things, but
maybe you get a passing view of it," he
said. "But in this particular case you
had to learn about new techniques, new
software development, new protein
development, and things that I would
hear about in curriculum development
"It makes me aware of the importance

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
JMU President Ronald Carrier throws out the first pitch at the
Diamond Dukes Day baseball game Wednesday. Carrier says
he "missed the Interaction" with students while at the CIT.
of science across the curriculum,"
Carrier said about his experience at the
CIT.
"We know that we're in a competitive
world. It [working at the CIT] showed
me that our students had to be more
responsive to a multi-national,
multi-cultural kind of world," he said.

Carrier hopes to implement two new
programs at JMU that have emerged
from his contact with the CIT and
involvement with other universities.
Carrier wants a new program offering
classroom internships and training
programs for graduate education
students, and he plans to establish a

Commonwealth Center in cooperation
with other universities for teacher
education.
He said the purpose of the center
would be "to match our strong
undergraduate and master's and doctoral
program, and use the combination to
develop a very strong Commonwealth
Center," Carrier said.
The center could be developed
similarly to commonwealth centers in
science and technology being
established through the CIT.
"I've also learned that if we're going
to compete with the MITs, and the
Stanfords, and the Michigans and the
Marylands and the Rutgers, that there's
going to have to be more consolidation
and more cooperation among the
graduate institutions," Carrier said, "or
we're going to spread our resources out
through mediocre programs."
Carrier said he accepted the CIT
presidency with the full intention of
returning to JMU, though some
officials wanted him to stay at CIT.
"In my opinion ... the board of
directors wanted me to stay," he said. "I
think there were those in Richmond
who wanted me to stay. I felt that what
the CIT needed was administrative
leadership."
Carrier fulfilled that need as well as
those of refocusing the CITs budget,
developing appropriate relationships

See CARRIER page 2 >

Decreasing enrollment plagues nursing school
By Amanda Benson
staff writer

A university advisory committee has'
been established to examine the
problem of decreasing enrollment in the
JMU nursing department, said the
acting vice president for academic
affairs.
"The national trend, as well as the
local trend, is that the number of
students who enroll to study nursing is
going down," said Dr. Robert Shapiro.
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Shapiro and JMU President Ronald
Carrier recently held several meetings
with nursing department faculty and
students to discuss ways to attract new
students to the department, Shapiro
said.
"Each meeting ended in a
question-and-answer period, which
everyone was very appreciative of,"
Shapiro said.
The advisory committee's goal is to
recruit 75-80 students by February 1,
1988, Shapiro said.

Professional wrestlers gave spectators
reasons to cheer and Jeer Thursday night
at Harrisonburg High School.

He said that advisory committees are
"not something specific to the nursing
school." The College of Business and
the College of Education each have an
advisory committee, he said.
The department will "work hard to
build up an applicant pool through
marketing techniques," Shapiro said. A
new brochure publicizing the nursing
school has been made, and the
department already has held several open
houses for prospective students.
Nursing department faculty also have

(torn

been visiting other colleges to find
students interested in transferring to
JMU. Shapiro said "very few students
are coming to JMU on the pre-nursing
track," although JMU has no special
requirements for admission to the
nursing school.
There also is a small market at
JMU for registered nurses seeking their
baccalaureate degrees, Shapiro said.
Rumors of closing the JMU nursing

See NURSING page 2 ►
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Surveys compare freshmen nationwide
wvwwwwwwn

By Amy Porter
JMU's freshmen are younger, have
higher average grades in high school
and have parents with higher levels of
education and income than most college
freshmen in the country, according to a
study comparing 1986 surveys of
JMlTs freshmen to a national survey of
college freshmen.
The results of the national survey are
based on responses from 204,000
students who entered college last
semester.
According to the survey, 99 percent
of JMU's freshmen are 17 or 18 years
old, while 75 percent of the national
respondents are in that same age group.
The remaining 25 percent of the
freshmen national respondents are 19 or
older.
Dr. Al Menard, associate vice
president for student affairs, said JMU
freshmen were younger than the
national respondents because of the
setting and perception of JMU.
"We [JMU] tend to be perceived by
prospective students as primarily geared
to the 18-22 year old," Menard said. "I
think our setting has a lot to do with
that 1 think if we were in more of a
metropolitan area we would find the age
of our student to be considerably
higher."
For instance, he said, Virginia
Commonwealth University in
Richmond has an average student age of
29.
"We have not developed our programs
for the continuing learner to the extent
that we have developed programs for the
person just leaving high school,"
Menard said. "We have articulated a
mission where we are primarily a
four-year residential campus for the
traditional 18-22 year old student."
JMU respondents also have earned
higher average grades in high school
than the national respondents.
An A or A+ average was earned by 16
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Staff graphic by MELISSA AMOS

percent of JMU's freshmen, while 11
percent of other college freshmen earned
the superior grade average in high
school. Twenty-nine percent of JMU's
freshmen earned a B+ average, while 18
percent of the national respondents
earned a B+ average in high school.
Menard said this figure reflects the
quality of the students and the demand
for rising high school seniors to attend
JMU.
"We're in a very favorable position
right now in terms of the number who
apply versus the number of spots that
we have for admitting students," he
said.

High school grade point averages are
one of the many important
determinations for the admissions
process here, he said.
The parents of JMU's freshmen are
more educated and earn higher average
incomes than other freshmen in the
country.
Thirty-three percent of parents of
JMU freshmen have earned a graduate
degree, compared to 18 percent of other
college freshmen's parents. While 26
percent of the parents of JMU's
freshmen finished college, 20 percent of
other freshmen's parents earned an
undergraduate degree

The most common parental income
of other college freshmen, 19 percent,
falls in the $25,000-534,999 bracket.
The most common parental income of
JMU's freshmen is split. Eighteen
percent of the parents of JMU's
freshmen earn between $45,000$54,999 and 18 percent earn above
$75,000.
"We draw from primarily
metropolitan areas,'' Menard said. "It's
not surprising that the socio-economic
class will be higher than the campus
that would draw primarily from rural

See SURVEY page 7 ►

passes amendments to alter constitution
By Morgan Ashton
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A package of amendments altering the SGA
constitution passed the senate unanimously in a
special session during Tuesday's Student
Government Association meeting.
Internal affairs committee chairman Eric Snow
sponsored the original seven bills of action
because If we caqt change reality to mirror the
constitution, then we will try and ta
constitution to fit reality," he said:
ackage offia
muter
Student
\ (-hirtfr^d nrffSB^^^^^I^^M^^I t their

yearly budgets.
It also requires the chairman pro-tempore and
die legislative v
.-.sident to choose a
committee head, if and when a vacancy occurs. It
eliminates the position of student advocate
coordinator in the constitution because no one is
currently filling the position.
One bill allowing a S45Q yearly scholarship to
the chairman of the finance committee was struck
from the package, leaving six amendments to be
voted on.
The finance committee already had eliminated
t«g plan
a bi^^^Hprjeeds the

candidates so that procedures and guidelines are
kid out by the hut Tuesday before Spring Break.
In other business, die executive committee'
announced it had vetoed a bill requiringHhat all
SGA senators attend one finance committee
meeting each semester as well at one budgethearing tn the spring.
The SGA also unanimously passed a bill of
opinion sponsored by Shorts senator Michael
Kinsley in favor of naming the new dormitory
"Hillside'' Hall. The residence hall is located i
toBeflHalL
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Report proposes better faculty evaluations
evaluation arose two years ago when thempay for
performance" concept was being discussed. Under this
new plan, instructors are awarded pay raises based on
JMU might require student evaluation of more their performance.
Dr. Robert Shapiro, acting vice president for
faculty members' classroom performance if the Faculty
Senate passes proposals revising evaluation standards. academic affairs, said, "We're on a performance-based
The Faculty Senate will consider recommendations salary system, and if you don't evaluate somone [for
from university deans and department heads based on performance], how do you evaluate them for a pay
proposals from a September 1986 faculty assessment raise?"
committee report.

By Keith Perry
staff writer

The report will be officially heard by the Faculty
Senate, and its recommendations will then be
presented to JMU President Ronald Carrier and the
Board of Visitors for final approval.
If the plan passes, it could take effect as early as fall
1987, said Dr. William O'Meara, speaker of the
Faculty Senate. O'Meara said he did not know when
the report will be presented to the senate.
One proposal calls for all faculty members,
including full professors, to be evaluated by their
students every year.
Most faculty members are evaluated by students
through surveys and questionnaires handed out in
classes at the end of every semester, but full professors
are only required to be evaluated by students every
three years.
All faculty members also are evaluated annually by
department heads and deans.
"All or most faculty were being evaluated every year
for merit raises, but full professors did not have to
submit any evaluations from the courses they taught
except once every three years," O'Meara said.
The argument over the frequency of student

administrators observe a faculty member's classroom
performance. Under the proposal, an instructor's class
would be observed only with their permission.
O'Meara said the 1986-87 faculty handbook "doesn't
prohibit [observation without permission], but there
needs to be a respect for academic freedom, so the
administrator is not perceived as attempting to censor
the professional content of the course.

"It's not a matter of legality, it's a matter of ethics
and etiquette," Shapiro said.
If the resolution passes and instructors could decide
whether they should be observed, a negative decision
could possibly be overruled in extreme cases, he said.
"If there was a problem that was suspected, I think it
would be the dean's prerogative or the department
head's prerogative to go and investigate that situation,
but that would be in a veiy extreme case," Shapiro
said. "I think that if the dean or department head
wanted to go in, nobody could stop them."
The senate also recommended that each department
use
the same criteria and questions for student
Shapiro questions the format of these evaluations,
and the impact one evaluation can have if it determines evaluations of instructors.
According to the deans' report, the questions would
the performance quality of an instructor and the
be ones that compared the overall ratings of the course
eligibility for a salary increase.
"It's very difficult to use the same data for evaluating and the instructor with other courses, O'Meara said.
for a pay raise and for improvement," Shapiro said. "There needs to be a set of standards for evaluating the
"For example, if someone doesn't speak clearly or they data gathered by these questions," O'Meara said.
fidget around when they talk, that may or may not be Evaluation results would need to be publicized so
related to a salary raise. What it could be related to is professors "would know how they are comparing with
that the. person wants to know about those their colleagues," he said.
Evaluation formats could be filed in Carrier Library
idiosynciacies and improve on them and get rid of
so departments could compare their standards with
them." \
The committee also discussed a plan to have those of other departments, he said.

"...full professors did not
have to submit any
evaluations from the
courses they taught except
once every three years."
— William O'Meara

JMU!
What are you doing with your
rugs & winter garments over
the summer?

Why not store them at

White Way Laundry and Cleaners
434 - 6656
Also available:
laundry, dry cleaning, rug cleaning, linen and uniform rental!

Located at 52 Carlton St.
Cloverleaf Shopping Center
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■System by SunTana. Without muscle strain or fatigue. Without working at
^working out.
The System uses 7 new fitness machines and a remarkable exercise
^principle that's been proven effective by physical therapists. Workouts
•take less than an hour. And they'll leave you refreshed, instead of needing*
ito freshen up.
,
For more Information on the Professional Toning System, call today. And!
►come get a good look for yourself.
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Summer Storage
Special Student Rates
-FIRE RATED BUILDING
-SECURITY PATROLS
-OFFICE & RESIDENT
MANAGER
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WELL-LIGHTED
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Insurance Coverage Available

433-1234

Call Now for Reservations
IN E. Mosby Rd. (Just Off S. Mala) Hanfeoatmrg
(Close to NichoPs)

Don't forget to cancel your cable TV
'services before you leave for summer break! This
'prevent future billing problems. There will be a $200.00
^penalty If the converter Is not returned to our office.
We are extending our office hours to better serve you the week
Fof May 4th thru May 8th. 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.. Monday thru Friday. Wewinbe1
[open Saturday, May 2nd from 10 o'clock to 2 p.m

Please call our office to arrange your
| discoininectiloin or for Information:
434-9979

Have a Nice Vacation!
St.
[COMMUNICATIONS INC.

PORT ROAD EXXON
Port Road & I - 81 Interchange
Bud 12 packs
$5.19
Busch 12 packs
$3.99
Milwaukees Best 12 packs
$3.39
Old Milwaukee 6 pack
$2.39
National Bohemian Qt.
-79$
Candy Bars
Reg. .45* Now 3/$1.00
LG. Chips
.99$
32oz. Fountain Drink
.49$
Dr. Pepper & Mountain Dew 2 liters .991
Ice 8lb. bag
.89 i
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SpeciaC Lunch <Buffet - $338
(pleasant -weekend dining atmosphere ")
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Carry out 10% discount zoitk student W
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We accept Exxon, Visa and Mastercard
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No Checks.
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2 Locvnows
3140S.MainSt.
30 <W. Water St.

433-0560
434-1285
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Survey —
> (Continued from page 3)
areas."

Race statistics of JMU freshmen are
similar to those of other college
freshmen nationwide. Eighty-eight
percent of the JMU freshmen are white
and 10 percent are black. Of the
national respondents, 86 percent are
white, while 8 percent are black.
"What we're reporting is that our
freshmen class is representative of the
national figures," Menard said. But no
quotas are attached to that, he said.
More national respondents than JMU,
respondents emphasized making more
money as an important reason for
attending college.
Seventy-one percent of the national
respondents said making more money
was a very important reason for
attending college, while 55 percent of
the JMU freshmen said making more
money was a very important reason for
attending college.
The reason most JMU freshmen said
they decided to attend college was to get
a belter job. Job advancement, learning
more about things and gaining a general
education were more important to
JMU's freshmen than making more
money.
"My perception of our students would
be that earning a greater income as a
result of attending college is just one of
the many reasons that they attend
college," Menard said. "It's not the sole

reason as it might be for some other
students."
Respondents to the national survey
include people who are returning to
college at a later age for the sole reason
of advancing in their careers and
improve their income, Menard said.
Most JMU freshmen do not fall into
that category, he said.
A good academic reputation is a very
important reason for selecting JMU
according to 80 percent of the freshmen
who attend here.
Fifty-nine of other college freshmen
said a good academic reputation was a
very important reason for selecting the
school they're attending.
All the favorable publicity JMU has
received in national publications, such
as U.S News & World Report, has
added to JMU's attractiveness as a
public university, Menard said.
A good social reputation also is a
very important reason for attending
JMU, according to 55 percent of JMU
freshmen.
"[JMU] students are looking for more
than just an academic place to get a
degree," he said
About 90 percent of the JMU
freshmen said there is a very good
chance they will be satisfied with JMU,
while about 50 percent of the national
respondents said there is a very good
chance they will be satisfied with
college.

Student named to board
By Michelle Hite
staff writer

,

JMU's Board of Visitors appointed its
first woman to serve as the student
representative for next year's session.
Junior Laura Henss succeeds senior
Mike Rombach as student
representative to the board, JMU's
highest ranking administrative
organization.
Henss takes over her position at the
next meeting in July.
"Although I have no set assigned
duties, my job is to act as a liaison
between the board and the students," she
said. "1 should make students' opinions
visible to the board and make the
board's duties visible to the students."
Staff photo by CATHY UDELI.
Henss' goals include making herself
Laura Henss
approachable to students so they can
express concerns, and writing a student representative. Applicants also
monthly editorial in the Breeze to help must file a lengthy application for the
position.
students understand the board's actions.
Applicants are then screened by a
Her work will include "presenting a
committee
consisting of the SGA
monthly board report to the SGA,
setting up office hours in the SGA president, Board of Visitors member
office for students, and helping the Daniel O'Donnall, Dr. Al Menard,
board with its volunteerism project," associate vice president for student
affairs, and the UPB chairman, Henss
she said.
To qualify for the student board said.
This year, the committee chose three
position, an applicant must have a 3.0
applicants
and sent their applications to
cumulative grade point average and be
the
board,
which makes the final
involved in numerous campus
decision.
activities, said Rombach, current
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don't miss your graduation?
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the intersection of I ■ 81 and 250 West (only 25 pleasurable minutes from JMU!)
COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

1^1 .prw^*-

KLINE'S

50C OFF
ANY FLAVOR

fnviitv nvn(i|

CUSTARD STYLE
ICE CREAM

KLINE'S

KLINE'S

ICE CREAM

EAST WOLFE STREET HARRISONBURG

CUSTARD STYLE
ICE CREAM
MADE FRESH DAILY

WA

FREE
Buy One Pint
Get One FREE

MILKSHAKE
(Any Size)
With Coupon

(Buy One Cone Or Cup
Get One Free)
Equal Or Lesser Vaitie

One Coupon Pet Puichase

One Coupon Per Purchase

With Coupon
One Coupon Per Purchase

Expires

5/31/87

CONE OR
CUP
With Coupon

Expires 5/31/87

Expires

5/31/87
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VIDEO WORLD

For the last 3 years, we've told you we have more
movies than anyone in town...The only problem was
we didn't have enough copies of all the movies
we had. So, we just shipped in more copies of
movies from each of our 18 stores. Now we have
more movies and more copies of the movies you
want when you want them...at one low price

RENT MOVIES
A DAY
NOW YOU CAN RENT FROM THE LARGEST SELECTION OF MOVIFS IN
TOWN WITH THE LARGEST AMOUNT OF CORES PER MOVE

AT THE LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN!
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POLICEFILE

Student here
charged by
city police
By Keith Perry
police reporter

A JMU student was charged by
Harrisonburg police with reckless
driving April 14 after driving through
the Nielsen Construction site at the end
of Greek Row, campus police said.
David Strauss, 24, of Richmond,
reportedly drove a 1986 Mustang

through the back of the W^PT parking
lot and into a Held behind Greek Row.
One of the four passengers moved hay
bales and signs that blocked the
entrance of the back of the construction
site.
Strauss reportedly came close to
hitting a forklift loaded with two steel
beams while driving through the
constuction site. The driver of the
forklift took evasive action to avoid
hitting Strauss' car.
"They could have gotten themselves
killed," said Alan MacNutt, director of
campus police and safety.
The construction workers reported the
incident to the police.

Campus police also reported the
following incidents:
Driving under the influence
•Non-student Paul J. Luckey, 21, of
Harrisonburg, was arrested and
charged with DUI about 2:15 a.m.
Sunday on Port Republic Road and
Bluestone Drive, police said.
Unlawful entry and larceny
• A two-inch Magnavox portable
television was reportedly stolen from a
room in Hanson Hall between 2 p.m.
Friday and 4:30 p.m. Sunday. The
television had an estimated value of
$110. Police said witnesses saw two
individuals entering the room.

RULE HONDA
CARS OF STAUNTON
CONGRATULATES
ALL JMU GRADUATING SENIORS!
Most of you will be entering the
market place in the very near future
largely without credit history or
experience. As a result, you may
find making your first automobile
purchase an unpleasant experience.

IT DOESN'T HA VE TO BE!
GIVE US A CALL OR BETTER YET STOP BY
AND SEE THE FRIENDLY PEOPLE OF
RULE HONDA

Sincerely,
Billy Rule
Rule Honda Cars of Staunton

234-9394

886-2357

1-800-992-6004
SERVING THE VALLEY FOR OVER 20 YEARS!

• A room door in the Theta Chi
fraternity house reportedly was kicked
in between 9 p.m. April 11 and midnight
April 12, police said. About $120 worth
of damage was done to the door. A key
and $20 were stolen from the room,
police said.

Larceny and Vandalism
•A Volkswagen van parked in T-lot
reportedly was broken into and
vandalized between 9:30 p.m. April 16
and noon April 17. A Craig AM-FM
cassette player with an estimated value
of $75 and two Realistic speakers with
an estimated value of $55 each
reportedly were stolen from the van.
Police reported other damages worth
$185.
Larceny
•A picture composite reportedly was
stolen from the recreation room of the
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority house
sometime before March 22, police said.
The incident was not reported until April
14. The composite had an estimated
value of $400.
•A book bag reportedly was stolen
from a 1978 Buick parked behind
Chandler Hall some time after 1 a.m.
Monday, police said. The bag and its
contents, an English book and
notebooks, had an estimated value of
$35.

Vandalism
•The left rear panel of an Oldsmobile
Cutlass parked in X-lot was reportedly
dented on April 14, police said.
Damages are unknown.
•The parking brake of a 1984 Dodge
parked in W-lot reportedly was pulled at
about 12:15 a.m. Monday, causing the
car to roll into a 1979 Honda, police
said. Damage to the cars was estimated
at $200. A suspect was seen fleeing
toward Way land Hall just before the
cars crashed, police said.
Recovered stolen property
•A Calvin Klein jacket, stolen from the
Kappa Sigma fraternity house April 10,
reportedly was found Friday. The
jacket, which had an estimated value of
$75, was found stuffed in the ceiling
tiles in the laundry room of the house.

City Police reported the following:
Driving under the Influence
•Student Nina Izes, 23, of Margate,
NJ, was arrested and charged with DUI
Friday.
•Student Glenn R. Wayland, 21, of
Charlottesville, was arrested and
charged with DUI Friday.
•Student Stephen A. Chaos. 22, of
Lynchburg, was arrested and charged
with DUI Sunday.
Drunk in public
•A male student, 22, was arrested
and charged with DIP Friday.
_

.
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Monthly Maid
Service
Included in
Rent!
Each Unit Features
*
*
*
*
*

400b
mivx
The Ideal Site!!

Microwave & Range
* Mountain views
Frost free Refridgerator with Ice maker * Walk to class
Washer & Dryer
* 24 hour convenience stores
Dishwasher & Disposal
* Hotels and
Ceiling Fan
* The Convocation Center
Save Your Parents $$
Stop by our model and find out how your parents can save
approximately $6,000 on your overall education cost.

Hurry
ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF UNITS LEFT FOR SALE

Call or .h{sweek

.

.
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BUSINESS
NEWS

&

NOTES

Pop star's father
to market cola
this summer
Pop star Michael Jackson's father, Joe Jackson,
will be introducing his own cola, "Jocola,"
nationwide this summer.
News of the release" has hit home at PepsiCo,
which has been holding a new ad campaign starring
Michael Jackson until the release of his new
album.
But Pepsi insists Jocola will not effect it.
"We've always had a cordial relationship with Joe,"
says Pepsi spokesman Ken Ross. "If that
relationship introduced him to the world of soft
drinks, fine."

Dollar gains ground as
Dow average declines
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials, which
had soared 66.47 points on Tuesday, fell back
51.13 to 2,285.94 yesterday. It was the fifth
largest point decline on record.
Tuesday's rise in the market helped to stabilize
the American dollar, which gained .2 percent
against the yen and .5 percent against the German
mark.
The Bank of Japan continued its daily small-scale
intervention of buying dollars and selling yen to
try to boost the dollar. A low dollar means
Japanese goods will have higher prices and
therefore be less competitive with American
products.

Fed pressures Japan
to stimulate free trade
The Federal Reserve is refraining from nudging
up interest rates because it wants to keep pressure
on Japan to ease credit, a senior U.S. official said.
He asserted that Washington and Tokyo are
engaged in a struggle over how to stabilize the
dollar.
Many authorities fear a worldwide recession if
Japan and other industrial nations with a trade
surplus, notably West Germany, fail to stimulate
their economies soon.

Jam$on report

(JMU investment club)
JamSon prlcM

Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE

Buyer's guide

Software exists for student uses
By Steve Garretson
staff writer

Buying a personal computer system today is not an
easy task. Many different companies offer computers
and software with all sorts of options and
capabilities.
Buying a computer setup consists of two major
purchases, the software applications and the hardware
to perform the necessary tasks. Finding software
applications will be covered in this buyer's guide.
Before trying to purchase software, the buyer needs
to analyze the uses he will have for his computer and
ask himself why he wants to buy a computer. This
will help the buyer to decide what kind of software
will be best for him. Once the ideal software is
found, the buyer must look for a computer with
which he can use it.

Commentary
The buyer must realize that computers are dumb.
They are machines that can only do what they are
told. Thus, if a programmer tells a computer to do
something incorrectly, it will do so. And the machine
will do so until you tell it to stop.
Software is programs that tell the computer what to
do. A word processing program, for example, allows
students to use a computer to type papers. A
dictionary program checks the student's work. A
budget program can help students manage their
money.
With so many software applications in existence,
setting some boundaries as to what a student thinks
he will need and afford is helpful.
Framework, a software package by Ashton Tale, is
available for use in the micro computer labs on
campus. While this package is very powerful, its list
price is $495.

Frl

Mon

Taut

Wed

- from staff and win reports'

In Miller Hall's micro computer lab, public domain
software is available for students. All a student needs
to do is purchase a few blank disks and copy the

ujHiiMiiwminirii"" i I'liiwiiiiiiimiiiniiiii i«i
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desired programs in the lab.
Some of the programs available are known as
"share ware." Copying share ware is encouraged. If
the user likes the program, a modest fee is asked to
be sent to the company that developed it. PC Write, a
share ware program, is a word processing program
that could accommodate a student's typing needs very
well.
While word processing might be one of the main
reasons for buying a computer, other uses for
computers exist. For instance, financial management
programs can help students manage their financial
resources. Once a student graduates from college the
ability to manage his money can allow him to
purchase such necessities as a place to live.
Managing Your Money, by financial advisor and
author Andrew Tobias, is a program that turns a
computer into a financial manager. The program can
help users balance their checkbooks and keep track of
their stock portfolio. In fact, when a person goes to
borrow money for a house, the program can even
print up a net worth statement.
Another type of software that exists is known as
resident memory software. It works in the background
of any other application. When a user needs to use it
he presses a key and the resident software is activated.
Turbo Lightning, produced by Borland International,
is an example of resident memory software.
Turbo Lightning can be used with any word
processing package. It is a spell checking program
and thesaurus. As a student types his paper, the
program checks the word. If it is incorrect, the
program beeps to inform the student of a possible
misspelling. If the student needs a synonym, the
thesaurus will give possible suggestions.
Many other software products exist Generally, for
students, though, word processing, spelling checkers,
and money management programs are good starters in
setting up a computer system. While electronic

iii ■!■■■■■

See SOFTWARE page 13 >
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MMVERSny
A Condominium
Marrisonburg's new, prime location
condominium designed for student living.

Let your
son's or daughter's
roommates pay for
your child's
college housing.

Four Bedrooms,
Two Full Dofhs
from $57,950
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Positive cosh flow...
No dosing cost or points...
95% financing...
4spacious bedrooms...
Range and hood...
Dishwasher and refrigerator..,
Washer/dryer connections...
Less than a mile to campus...
On bus route...
2 full bams...
Energy efficient heat pump...
And much more from $57,950...

(jNlvmsny

PISE

io* to SALES OFFJCE

l** *n«y Pkxe aleu
"w'-mwocomoui

James
Madison
University

Soles Office Located in
University PIQce Condominiums
Open doily from 1 ro 5 pm.
r«ii hi,Qw'.SOf]1bui
3; (703)400-5052
fl
nS t&Xk 1- a00-262-22OO. Ext. 405
°5* P
" °0-«22-4400,Exr 405
'eiev «?d oo a .J^r"11**1 * conaormniom unit moy be
Jti2!£i»JeQve^J^'eie'vor'0"09'e*^^i bur noconrrocr
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Fortune magazine releases annual list of top U.S. firms
Every year, business leaders, teachers,
and students alike wait to see the
famous Fortune list of the top 500
U.S. firras. That list has been released
once again,
"*
This year, the top 10 list features a
host of twists and quirks, including a
bankrupt firm, Texaco and a formerly
sleeping giant, IBM, that has just
released a new line of products with
awesome marketing potential.
Reprinted by permission from
Fortune Magazine is a list of the top 21
US. firms, according to reported gross
sales. Dollar sales, in thousands of
s, are in

1. General Motors
(102,813.700)
2. Exxon
(69,888,000)

8. Texaco '
(31,613,000)
9. E.I. du Pont de Nemours
(27,148,000)

3. Ford Motor
(62,715,800)
4. International Business Machines
(51,250,000)

10. Chevron
(24,351,000)
11. Chrysler
(22,513,500)

15. Shell Oil
(16,833,000)
16. Boeing
(16341,000),
17. United Technologies
(15.669.157)
18. Procter & Gamble
(15,439.000

5. Mobil
(44,866,000)
6. General Electric
(35,211,000)
Y American Tel & Tel
(34.087,000)

12. Philip Morris
(20,681,000)

19. Occidental Petroleum
(15344,100)^

13. Amoco
(18281.000)
14. RJR Nabisco
(16,998,000)

20. Atlantic Richfield
(14,585,802)
21. Tenneco
(14358,000) -

Software
> (Continued from page 11)

spreadsheet programs, like Lotus 1-2-3,
are good for business applications, they
might be a needless expense for a
student's needs and budget.
When purchasing a system, one thing
to consider is that purchases to augment
a computer system can be spread out.
As a student buys a computer system,
the first purchases should include the
software to fulfill his primary needs.
Subscribing to a computer magazine,
such as PCWorld or Macworld, can
help keep students abreast of new
developments in the computer market.
Once the software needs have been
analyzed, students need to decide where
to purchase their software. It can be
bought at computer stores, book stores,
and through mail order.
Computer and book stores generally
sell programs at list price, which can be
up to 40 percent more than wholesale
prices. Computer stores usually have
samples of the program which can be
run at the store to see if the package
will do what the user wants. Students
should make sure the program will
satisfy their needs because software
usually can't be returned unless there is
a defect in the program. If the program
does not do what the user wants, he
still has to keep it.
Buying from mail order can save the
user money. Many mail order
companies have toll-free numbers
which buyers can use to ask trained
specialists questions about their
software and purchase programs over
the telephone. It does not take long for
the program to be delivered so nothing
is really lost by purchasing over the
phone. Many companies even offer
overnight delivery service.
Much like buying a car, purchasing a
computer system takes some initial
studying of what is available and some
careful planning. With this, you can
make the difficult task of finding the
best system for you in today's
computerized, high-tech society a little
easier.

I
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FOR RENT
Single Room In MM House on S. Mason St,
very near campus. W/D, partiaJy furnished,
2 baths, parking in back. $152/mo. Cal Jay,
Kevin or Mike at x5353.
Forest Hills Townhouse - 5 BRs, 2 1/2
baths, girls, $i60/each, 1 year lease, no
pets, avalable 7-1-87. 433-8822.
University Place - 3 BR, 2 bath, completely
furnished including W/D. Water, sewer &
garbage pick up furnished. Single room
$190; share room $155. Avalable June 1,1
year lease, no pets, 433-8822.
University Place - Girls, 3 BR, 2 bath
condo. Fully equipped kitchen. W/D, water
4 sewer furnished. Single room $165; share
room $150. 1 year lease, no pets, available
June 1,433-8822.
Large 2 BR -1 year old equipped kitchen,
W/D hook up, 1 mile from campus, water A
sewer furnished, available May 1, year lease
no pets. $375. 433-8822.
3 BR Duplex - Fully equipped kitchen, large
living & dining rooms, 3 BRs, plenty of
closets, hook up washer 6 dryer, water,
sewer & garbage pick up included.
$i60/each 1 year lease, available
immediately or July 1. 433-8822.
Non-Smoking Female - Must be responsWe.
Summer & '87-88 year. Great apartment
433-5918.
2 Spacious BRs - W/D, close to campus,
low utilities, big backyard, partially
furnished, May-August, $100 negotiable.
433-5912.

May & Summer Session - Campus condos
Fully furnished rooms available. Ren)
negotiable. Call Kim, 433-5064.
New Condo - 1-3 rooms available,
microwave, DW, W/D. furnished completely
with TV. May-August. Hunters Ridge.
Price negotiable. Kim, 433-8532
May/Summer Sublet - Furnished, 2 females,
rent negotiable. Maureen. 433-8069.
Summer &/Or Fall - Male non-smokers,
University Place, $145/mo. plus utilities.
Microwave, furnished. Ask for Darren or
leave message. 434-5395.
Madison Manor - Need 2-3 female
roommates. Call Mary, 433-5908.
Urgent - 3 girls/1 girl-2 guys needed to
sublease furnished Madson Manor apt May
4/br summer. Pod, cable, etc. induced in
reasonable rent. Call Caryn or Kathy,
433-0764.

2 Friends Needed To Share Room - Call
Lisa, 433-5374.

Forest Hill Townhouse - Summer 4/or next
year Geoff, 434-4659.

1988 May Grads - Don't worry about lease
after graduation. University Place Call
Lisa, 433-5374.

1 Male Needed to share room next year at
Duke Gardens. Closest to campus. Mike or
Randy, 433-5407.
Urgent - 3 gins/ 2 guys, 1 girl needed to
sublease furnished Madison Manor apt.
May-July 31. Pool, cable, etc. induced in
reasonable rent. Call Caryn or Kathy,
433-0764.
University Court - 4 BRs, 2 baths, W/D,
DW, fully furnished, $l70/mo. Call Pat,
433-6332.

House - 289 Campbell St Available Aug. 1,
1 year lease for 4 or 5 students, share
utilities. Call 433-6047.

Apartment Behind Lambda Chi - 2 BRs,
June-August. Rent negotiable. Call Loral
X4946.

Ideal Summer Room - 5 minute walk to
dasses. Private bathroom. $100. Call Page
at 433-0817

Half Price-May/Summer - Huge room in 5
BR house, fully furnished, W/D, color TV
with cable. Large backyard & front porch,
5 minutes to campus. $75/mo. Don
433-5671.

1 BR Apt. - Across from Anthony Seeger,
available for summer session, rent
negotiable. Call Carta, 433-2647.
Room - Summer, $120 plus utilities,
433-9973.

Whatta Bargain - 5-6 BRs for rent (June August). Rented together or separately
165 W. Market St. $80/negotiaWe' Sam,
X5447.

2 Females Needed • Non-smoking to share
extra large BR. University Court
townhouses, '87-88. Fireplace, pool, walking
distance. Soda. 433-2671.
Madison Gardens Room - Summer session
$1007mo. Jeff. 433-5407.

Sublease - May-August, College Station,
Best offer, 433-6382.

Great Room In House - May & summer
session sublet, dose to campus, a steal at
$60/mo. Terry, 433-6955.

Room To Sublet At Campus Condos - 2
blocks from campus. Available May &
summer. Price very negotiable. Contact
Dave at 433-3077.

Bargain - $80/mo„ single room, University
Place, June-August 433-0698.

3 BR Apt - 4 blocks from campus, W/D,
living room & kitchen. Aug. '87-88 lease.
$480/mo. Glenn, 433-5912.

Cheap - June-August, Madison Gardens,
female needed. Call Marybeth, 433-3729.

May - Shared room, Madson Manor, female.
$90 plus utilities. 433-3956, Kate.

Sublet For Less - At Forest HiH. DW, W/D,
sundeck. Marde, 433-6379.

1 Female Needed for Squire Hid townhouse.
Kathy, Jen, x4622.

1 Male Needed - Single $l50/mo. Call Lisa
433-5374.

Sublet ; Female wanted, May-August,
$100/mo. no utilities. Madison Manor, pod,
tennis court, weight room, laundermat. Call
Cdleen, 433-8031.

2 Large Rooms A 1 Small Room -1 block
from center of town, $80-100. Available
June 1 or late August CaH Ron, 879-9335.

Townhouse - 150 S. Ave. $145/double,
$175/single. Furnished. 433-9841. Todd.

May/Summer - Double room across from
Anthony Seeger. Mary, 433-6665.

Summer - Madison Manor, $100/mo., own
room, pod. Call Brett, 433-3538.
Unbelievable - May/summer sublet. Fully
furnished. On Main 1/2 block from Anthony
Seeger. $l30/mo. (negotiable) plus
utilities. Colleen, 433-3050.

Girl Needed To Sublease - Room in house,
$65/mo. Theresa, 433-6415.

Sublet Forest Hill Master BR - Fully
furnished, W/D. 1 or 2 people to share.
Summer session. Suzanne. 434-0946.

Females - Furnished University Court room
for $125/single or $75/shared. May &/or
summer, dose to campus, private deck &
pool. Jenni, 433-0410.

hunters Ridge - Fully furnished condo.
Microwave, W/D, DW. Up to 3 spaces
available for females this summer. Rent
cheap & negotiable. 433-7839.

4 or 5 BR House - 8 blocks from campus,
$135/mo. per person, minimum 4, includes
gas (heat & cooking). Available July 1, lease
& deposit required. 434-5745 after 5

Leaving In December? Need a place to live
fall semester? Single room in house on E
Wolfe St. For information call Maureen
x4465, or Michelle, x4053.

2 Single Rooms For Summer - Forest Hill,
fully furnished. W/D, females, $100
negotiable plus utilities. CaH Julie or Denise,
X4662.
Great Location - Harrison St. (behind
JM's). 3 BR house available summer '87
Price negotiable. Call Carolina or Linda,
X4340.
4 BR Townhouse ■ College Station, fully
furnished, W/D, AC, complete kitchen, dose
to campus. Rob/Kear, 433-8527.
252 Cantrell - Across from hospital, 4 BRs
at $no/mo. each. 2 full baths. Available
May & summer sessions. Call Pete at x 7392
Leave a message.
Need 2 Males Roommates to share BR at
J-M Apts. Close to campus & cheap rent.
Contact Scott at 433-3641.
Sexy Neighbors Abound - University Court,
May/summer rental. Furnished, pool, W/D,
AC. Cheap! Call Jim or Scott, 434-5987.
College Station -1 BR (May & summer
session) $110/mo., fully furnished, W/D,
1/2 mile from campus. Call Karen at
433-9581. .
Female Subleassee Needed June-August,
Madson Manor apt. Call 433-2310.
Furnished Room For Summer - Forest Hill,
$85/mo. Call 568-5142.

Squire Hill - Need 1 roommate to share
townhouse master BR with private bath
September-May, $l70/mo. Call Bob,
434-1826.

College Station - Single room for
May/summer, best offer! 433-2179.

Hunters Ridge - Sublet double occupancv
for summer. Meg/Cheryl, 433-2671.

Spacious 2 BR 4/Or Single Room available
for subleasing May-Aug. 30. Located on
Campbell St within easy walking distance
of campus. Please call 434-1246.

May/Summer Session - 2 rooms in house
semi-furnished, $80. Call Todd or Tvler
yer
433-6377.
'
Desperately Seeking - Female to sublet
May-summer. W/D, walk to campus, share
room. Call Melanie, 433-3729 Price
negotiable-best offer.
1 BR Apartments - $180-280. No pets no
smoking. Deposit/lease. Call 434-8836
before 9 pm.
°°
Pl

fit*** «» • Your own room with
W/D, fully furnished, May-summerJfB
negotiable. Call Steve evenings a work
433-2644 or 433-1057.
'
2 BR Apartment - Sublet for summer
cheap rent, call 433-5937.
'

Sublet For Summer -1 BR apt. 200 yard
walk to Quad, all utilities induded. Price
negotiable. CaH Kim, 433-3252.
4 BR Apt -10 minute walk on Main St to
campus, $130/student. Call after 5:30,
434-3509!
Cheapest Rent - May/summer, Madison
Square, close, comfy, cozy. 433-5747.
Forest Hill Townhouses - Private rooms
available for '87-88. 3 story house indudes
2 1/2 baths, AC. W/D. all kitchen
appliances. Walk to campus. Call Ed at
234-8440.
Female To Share Room m Condo - Close to
campus, fully furnished. Summer 4/or
'87-88 school year. Call 434-5892.
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Large Room CIOM TO Campus - Female,
quiet, non-smoking, upperclassman,
434-0840.
Single Room - May-summer. Campus
condos Furnished. Rent negotiable. Call
Jackie, 433-5064.
1 Block From Campus • 611 S. Main St. 4
huge rooms, huge front porch, huge kitchen.
Furniture included it needed. 434-2815.
May-August.
University Court Townhouse 2 large BRs,
1 1/2 baths, appliances, heat pump/AC,
pool privileges. No pets. Maximum 4. Rent
$440/mo. References, deposit, lease
required Available Aug. 1.434-4199.
Non-Smoking Female Needed to rent
master BR in fully furnished Forest Hill
townhouse for summer. Chrissy,
434-4913.
2 Females Needed - (Males might convince
us) to share a room at U-Place. $l30/mo.
plus utilities. HBO, W/D, microwave, DW,
etc. Come by & take a look, 36-B, or call
433-3302. Ask for Cathy or Diane. Lease
available in August
Summer Sublet • Large apartment great
for up to 5 people. Backyard, W/D, grill,
semifinished, walking distance. Cheap!
Rent negotiable, utilities included. Call Kim
x5473, Ashley x5476 or Liana x5477.
Female Roommate Wanted - For fall '87.
Apartment 2 blocks from campus. Fully
furnished. Rent $145/mo. plus utilities.
Call Laura, 434-5892.
Madison Square - 4 BRs furnished, JuneMay, call 433-5793.
College Station - 4 BRs furnished, JuneMay, call 703-821-3773 collect after 5 pm.
1-2 Occupancy - Summer, across from
campus, rent negotiable, x5912, x5711.
1987-88 Housing Brochure now available
featuring Madison Gardens. Duke Garden
Apartments, University Place, older homes
close to campus & much more. Special rates
for early rentals. Patrick Real Estate,
433-2559.
Large Apartment - 3 very large BRs, 4
females. Big kitchen/screened porch,
backyard, much privacy. 6 blocks from
campus. All utifities inducted. 4@$170,
$680. 434-1940, 289-5055.
No Lease - Available May 1st. 1 BR
apartments on Dutchmill Court (behind
Hardees). Water, trash pick-up, lawn
mowing 4 appliances provided. Carpeted.
Almost new. No pets. Depost, $255.
434-2100.

FOR SALE
•74 VW Dasher - Mini wagon, am/fm
cassette, good condition, roof rack. Call
April x5320.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext.
5090.
Government Homes from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property ^Possessions^
Call 805-687-6000. Ext. GH-5526 for
current repo list.

Great Graduation Gift - 1982 Toyota
Celica, excellent mechanical & body
condition. AC, 5 speed, am/lm cassette.
Good tires. What a buy for only $3800.
x6025 or 289-6815.
2 Single Lofts - Excellent condition, call
Keith or John, x5207.
Single Lott - Stained, 3 bookshelves, $30.
Maroon rug, 9x12, good shape, $35. Call
Mark, x5057.
1976 Chevette - $500. Good condition. CaB
Robin, x7354.
Lolt - Custom built, sturdy, shelves, light
underneath. Mary Ann, x5955.
Lott -1 year old, reasonably priced. Call
x4183.
Jensen Model 1230 3-way 70 watt concert
series speakers. Fine condition. Steve,
X4717.
Bar - 6 open front bar holds TV, VCR, 2
refrigerators, with swing door enclosing
shelves for liquor 4 glasses. $90. Call Mark
at x7274.
Encyclopedias - Full set of 1972 World
Book encydopedias & pictionaries with
finished rack, $90. Call Mark at x7274.

Slumber Party Must - 3 cushion cream
sofabed, $60 negotiable. x4062.
Coffee Table - 433-5918.
Bike For Sale - Nishiki Sport, 21*, new. Call
Debbie, 828-2378.
1979 Ford Pick Up Truck - Good condition,
must sell, $1000. Call Gerry, 434-5375.
The Duke Garden Apartments - 735 S.
Main St Only 2 years old. Fully leased, fully
furnished. 7 units, each 3 BRs, 21/2 baths.
Call for information: George Gianakaris,
White House Real Estate. 703-750-3500.

HELP

WANTED

Teachers - Enthusiastic, challenging,
experienced elementary teachers with keen
interest in children sought for all positions
at Hunter McGuire School. K, 1,2,3.4. PE,
Nature Study, Art, Music, French. Opening
September. Unique opportunity to
participate in development of independent
school (K-8). Send resume to P.O. Box 19,
Verona, VA 24482.
Need A Summer Job? Full 4 part time
positions available. RJ's Garden Deli, 1560
S. Main St, Harrisonburg. Apply in person
after 3 pm.

Stained Single Loft • Cheap, easy to
assemble, call Jennifer, x5755.

Driver Needed for small box truck (14') in
Northern Virginia area this summer. Good
driving record needed. Call Rob at
Onitsway Delivery at 703-849-8989.

1985 Honda Civic 1500 S • 5 speed, 12
valve, air, tilt wheel, factory stereo, air
dam, Michelin tires, protectant package,
alarm. Excellent condition. Must sell,
433-9869 evenings.

New Business Coming To Valley Man called
Cinnamon Bear. Specializing in unique old
fashioned dnnamon rolls 4 other baked
items. Now taking applications. Flexible
shifts/work hours. Call 433-3412.

Macintosh Plus Computer - Bought 4/16;
perfect condition; under warranty. Change
of plans causes JMU professor to sell.
Large software library included free. List
$1899. Asking $1675. Please call
434-2935 or 568-6190.

Summer Employment - Swimming pool
supply company in Falls Church, VA has
summer openings for drivers, helpers A
warehousemen. To arrange for an interview
call Mike Black, 703-534-1400.

Motorcycle - 1982 Suzuki, excellent
condition, garage kept. Call Scott at
433-0958. Make offer.

Friendship Travel Agency is interested in
having a representative on campus. Do you
have experience or are interested in
learning? Call 433-5656.

2 Lofts, New Carpet, Refrigerator (6
months). Call x5807.
Loft - Stained, easy assembly, cheap. Call
Laura, 5755.
•B1 Honda Civic Wagon - 75,000 miles,
$1800. Call 433-0735.
Tandy Model 4 Computer - 2 disk drives,
128K. Scott, X7179.
2 Dressers $30 Each; bed $45; chair $15;
2 rugs. 433-5912.
Loft With Shelves, safety rail, ladder $70;
fridge, $60; rugs, cheap. Call x5061.
Dorm Refrigerator - Only 1 year old,
negotiable, call x4275.
Avantl Brown Refrigerator - Excellent
condition, $40. Call X7193.
Keyboard Bonanza - Yamaha CP 25
electronic piano,
Korg
EPS-1
piano/strings, Korg Ply-6 synth.. Arp
Omni-2 synth. (great strings) 4 others.
Great prices! Call 434-34128 ask for
Allan.

Walter/Waitress Needed For Summer Apply at Spotswood Country Club, 1980
Country Club Rd., Thursday, 2-5; Friday
3-5; Saturday 12-3. No phone calls please.
Hiring Today! Top Payl Work At Home - No
experience needed. Write Cottage
Industries. 1407 1/2 Jenkins, Norman, OK
73069.

LOST & FOUND
Lost - Double peart 4 diamond ring with
gold band. Lost between Eagle and the
tennis courts. Great sentimental value! If
found, please call Kely at x4789.
Lost Approximately 1 Month Ago • Gold
trim Seiko ladies' watch, burgundy inner
face. Dark band, "Janey" engraved.
Sentimental value, call 433-9957. Please
eat
Found Mother of Pearl Earrings near the
print shop. Call x3893.
SERVICES
Haircuts - Convenient on campus location.
Appointments anytime. Only $2.50. Amy,
x4256.
Is Your Kitchen A Disaster? Is your
bathroom a sewer? Call us. the dean up
girls, well make your problems fewer! Jan 4
Kristen, 433-3265.
The Widow Kip's Victorian Bed 4
Breakfast in Ml Jackson. 6 cozy antique
BRs + separate cottage. Swimming pool.
Great retreat $45-55 for 2 including
breakfast. 477-2400.
Blue Ridge Dfve 4 Craft Shop - Scuba 4
snorkeiing, sales, repairs, beads, jewelry
hardware sales. Only hours 7:30 - 9 pm,
Fridays. 896 N. Liberty St., 433-6153.
Alumni Weekend Bed 4 Breakfast - View of
Blue Ridge from BR, private
entrance/bath, farm, full breakfast
$29/2. Evenings 4 weekends, 298-9723.
Loft Storage - $20/loftbed. Call Melvin
after 8 pm. 269-6141.

Summer Positions at resident camp located
10 miles north of Raleigh, NC. Cabin
counselors/program specialists in sailing,
swimming, athletics, tennis, archery,
horseback, etc. Applicants must have high
moral 4 ethical values 4 be interested in
guiding boys 4 girls (ages 6-15) in their
physical, mental 4 spiritual growth. For
further information write or call: Director,
Camp Kanata, Rt 3, Box 192, Wake Forest,
NC 27587. (919-556-2661)

Ladles Tired Of Shaving? Try electrolysis
or waxing. 433-6270.

Summer Employment - Dependable
energetic people for moving company. Long
hours, good pay. Pulten Moving Company,
Woodbridge-Dumfries, VA. 550-8077,
221-3107.

Typing - Experienced, professional quality.
CaH Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.

Have The Summer Of Your Life 4 get paid
for it! Come to the Poconos of Pennsylvania
4 be a counselor at 1 of the top brother/
sister camps in America, June 24-Aug. 20.
Counselor positions available in a wide range
of activities inducing rocketry, arts 4
crafts, photography, rock 4 rope climbers,
computer, canoe tripper, sailing, tennis,
athletics 4 water sports (W.S.I.) Call
800-533-CAMP or write 407 Benson E.,
Jenkintown. PA 19046.

Resumes Prepared -1 hour service, $30.
Bowman Literary Services, 234-8396.
Professional
433-8015.

Typing • Call Kathy,

Typing Service - 23 years experience.
$1.50/page. Mrs. Price. 879-9935.

Typing Service - $1/page. 433-8713. No
calls after 9 pm please.
Special Times At The Country Place - 2 BR
cabin or 5 BR lodge with waterbed,
fireplaces, canoeing, near Shenandoah
River. $75 up. Call 1-743-4007 evenings
or Gail-Price, Communications Dept
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning
salon with the best systems available 4 6
years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.,
434-1812.
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Rtejl Ct*C« plays of Net
i *HRn ID Hjaiy1
setng' Cal Marybett 433-3729

Tonrrt ti The Last Performance of SKA
phenom? Yo-Yo Head. Come out & lay
-". Show starts al 9 pm.

._ s mctoded in your
Rdge Cal 434-5150!

-e*K

FCt ftsftsl Sponsors The Week of
Gwwig' T>ie seek consss of best tone's
contest SSC a* rsHe. & fie 3K run on
Sat Apr! 25 Al proceeds go to first
Stop. Briato Bones & forary t.ncrase'

Aryne

To Septet for Song BB
Cal Susan x5047

Or. WWamaon's Markefing 4151 Cam Vole US on Thursday.
Come & Join over 400 of your cottage
friends that will be Irving at Hunters Ridge
next year1

Soe* Out - Fjewcse rou' *o*? and
"***
v.
'
'

Want To Buy Used Furniture JroTts. Call 433---*? = -::.-s
=2 S Uter h

Ton*

■aFhfJbjss]

Run For Brtte Bones! Ayi 25*1C =- =*:i~ iftej : -~ -20-2* Sponsored by The Week of Qvnc,

Jars Pub
AXP Provides An Escort Service for
.no-*- >_-c;.-_-.rsday.812
r

^-**■ •■wJ"' - *ow JOB feaw a ae-so-a
Law ya. Unee
Karl*
Ar\i pledge rafts

Brtghkm Beach memoirs ■ Wa-i-*er Aprs
25-25 £ yr prr, S2

Itr

Oa»» Dog Tryouts - Aprf 28 8 p rr
Goawr-at: =T,ntD~ationcalx4i7:

Aaiy - Thanks tor bang a "fiaar sane'
uweyouMwe

Jeiy Fish Shies - Sxnsorec by Sana Nu
Mysh: Der. onae

John Screen - A wrote 3 weeks' *hsc m&
■ex^otoyx Dare

Sabriaa - Sz mo-e sr=; -s-.j
SjTTrgs rfey left leisure!

Dawn - Congrats on readcfcj
the best1 Love your sweetheart
Trt-Beta Car Wash - Sal 4-25
9-4

P^tjGaaama hopes that Michele
stzye^xr Bfeji he- y-rzs, D-y-o*

Be A Buddy - Help w#< Speca Cyrpcs
a: JMU May 3rd For informaton can
Vatene. 433B9B3 or 568-4930.

Sir Lancelot - Sue skes & mountamtcps
knghts I uncrjrns Fariases can come true
JOBS!

Monica - SuntiiRgs are combiuijto t
sec^e ri tie poo*

Kto - the flowers mare beautiful What a
•ondertui sjrpnse1 Tra
Tateel UWiu - Moa. Aprl 27. JMU
Today, tor more tofornuauii contact J
Woody. 15959

Big Brotier' We love you'

Ana

Wear Btut Jeans Apr! 2*th - Support our
ge^itiaiicornrruiey.
-• Cum to Friday naebtoe Wouto"
we le? Pranksters
AT Hopes Everyone Had A Happy Easter!
Catch The Spirit - Faith Crusade
fflacfcwel Audtohum. April 27 I 28
(Sunday A Monday). 7-830 pm

Vana - Sunthmgs are the latest in comfort
i fashion

Sunthmgs Sold Al Mr. Rip's

Stop Prejudice! Wear blue jeans April 28th

AXA Loft Removal Service
Ca»x7l72

Anybody Needing A Roommate or
housemate at the beach this summer in
Ocean City. MD call Tom, x7440

Or. Williamson's Marketing 485 8 Clas|
Vote U.S on Thursday

Happy Birthday today to Chris Stiefel'
Love, your formal date

Players - Come party with the JMU ba|
Saturday night.

AXA Loft Removal Service - $10
CaB X7172.

Hunters Ridge - The ultimate place to I
™*««~Ca7wa$h • Sat-.l^GattrT

Players -Marching Royal Duke. KK*
sponsor motit - Saturday
Gays Should Be Comfortable Too! Wear
bOe jeans Aprl 28th

the mornings x6939

X7193.

^awaoa Dr. Wmmmsont Marketing485

SUES ■ - * »"*«

csr

ra5ff «^

J

»»« • Best of luck tor your recital
tomorrow (chicks rjg guys who pay vibes)
Love, your favorite lesson. Buster
Carohnre

•dteonSay-.^paakout!

Come Vote For The Sorority Girl I
fraternity guy with the Best Letters onf
front of the library April 20-24!
proceeds go to first Step!
Brighton Beach Memoirs in Wampier. Arj]
23-26,8pm.onty$2

We need roommates - for summer, n
year - whatever!! Dent procrastinate I
us. CaJI today. Great apartment. Alma
brand new. University Place. C«
433-3302
John - Do you Mia toudness? Me
Thanks Babe. Happy 'Just over a year
go' Anntversary. Love. Amy
Tonl- Where's Mary Anne'

-• Largest pet store
ntown 33 E.. 1/2 mfc past Vakey Mail next
to fire station. 433-2124.
BB GW-SWRU? Happy 6m Puppies
tattoos, randcutfs 4 trips to NYC. Are you
sal ktotong tor Cory? Piper, the Eagle & 1
raght m Aprl, a coffee table in El Caion
Nudge, nudge 6 of 1 II be there in just a
mnute You're the best Love you. J

Darryi & Marie - Thanks for all your he
You 2 were great. 'But there's stir'
problemr Love. Cece & Jeff

Admirer X - Sorry for no note, but I ju
checked my P.O. I only do it oncel
semester. Future correspondence shoi|
bedrectedtoMe.TheBreeze Thanks

Leigh - Hope you have the greatest
brthcay ever" Ahrays Bryan

inWampler.Apri

The Good Guys, Flat Stanley S Yo-Yo I
tonite - JMs Pub.

Tonlte - The Good Guys rock at JM's Pub.

JJ**» Everyone Who's Been There For Me
these past few weeks. Your inCEm!
P^ers have really helped K^J
^

2326. 8 pm. or*/$2.

Speak Out Or be spoken to1

Brighton Beach Memoirs In Wampier April
23-26, 8 pm. only $2!

DOe jeans tomorrow'

IT

Tri-Beta Car Wash • Sat 425. Gattj
9-4.

Support Gay Rights & wear blue jeans I
April 28th.

Do You Need A Legal Sized Dorm

IK - Have a ball
Set psyched

Talent Auditions - JMU Today 5 pm. AJ
27, Hamson Annex. x6959.

Run For Brittle Bones! April 25th. 3K run
at 10 am1 Register in front of library April
20-24 Sponsored bv The Week of Giving.

saie an Avan
^s°:
s
' Call" S
fng.. $40, excellent condition.

Towae - The Good Guys wdn speca ppess
081
Stanley pks tie last pertorra-ce M
Yo-Yo HaaHJfs Pub

The Week of Giving wi be ned Apr,
20-2S Vole for best tetters, wr. a S5C
cash rafle k run for Bride Bones1 See
table in front of tie ibrary for more
dstott

-

IA FC Present The Week of GivingAprl 20-25 Best letters contest S5C
casti rarfc 4 3K run

BMR

AXA Loft Removal Service - $10
CM 17172.

A

IFC k Pmhel Sponsors The „„
GMng*. The week consists of best led
contest; $50 cash raffle; « the 3K rurth
Sat. Aprl 25. AH proceeds go to fil
Step. Brittle Bones & library fundraiser!
Be A Buddy - Help with Speoa, Oy
at JMU May 3rd. For information
Valerie. 433-8983 or 568-4930

Mr. Bunny I Jeremy - Out of sigh: bU
never out of mind 1 more month & we'll be
together. I love you & miss you Love
Cnocklit Mon'ser

Plus Yo-Yo Head

job. Love, your m Bg Sister

Hey Mustache Man - You're hot & deserve a
message-soon'

T-

The Good Guys

i
haveL
i^o
r^
••ak • good
tot*. You
have done a <
aB^iu?v

"ST»TT5SJ

,n w ,, you tor

"

B

Ar

Pledget ^~rT
'^'^WeekSin.i,^^

Michelle - Thanks tor a great treshma
year iVe reaty enfoyed having you as
roommate. I hope you have a great surnm
and a fantastic sophomore year with Ke«
Good kxfc with everything, and rememba
youYe always welcome to my air condnc^
room! Loveya! Kata

,0r

S^a?ttr^^

Soft Upe - I'm looking forward to
pwnc ribrirn the warm soda" No ciasss
lor the tods tea time. Thank you for WJ
as wonderful as you are There's still on
«P0t Love, your buddy M

mo, .Bf,!WKi2!lrt^^t^'.1W.Rage 17

1

COMICS
Berke Breathed YABBER

BLOOM COUNTY"

-Gary Larson

THE FAR SIDE
&~~

Early department stores

Dorsey

^0>' •■!

You eat what's there. Mitchell.... I know
you're just spreading it around."

r
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Love 'em or hate 'em, pro wres
By Mark Longenbach
assistant features editor

The crowd roared with hatred as the
muscle-bound, grappling behemoth entered the
ring.
He didn't acknowledge the jeers; he merely
glanced at the audience with a frightful glare.
He had no need to respond to the audience to
scare them. His terrifyingly muscular build,
pattern-shaved head and the facial war paint
was frightening enough. His name: The
Barbarian. Origin: Parts Unknown.
The crowd's response changed drastically as a
well-tanned, bleach-blond wrestler made his
way through the fans at the Harrisonburg High
School Gym last Thursday night.
He grabbed the ring announcer's microphone
and taunted his opponent by yelling to the
audience, "All my brothers and sisters...
Tonight we're going to kick your ass.1'
The crowd went into a frenzy as Jimmy "The
Boogie Woogie Man" Valiant, arrived to do
battle with The Barbarian.
Valiant's face is scarred from his lengthy
professional wrestling career, and age has
started to show on his once fit body. The once
toned muscles seem to droop from his six-foot
frame.

Despite his age, the 52-year-old wrestler
managed to inflict severe bodily harm on the
seemingly helpless Barbarian.
Valiant used every trick in the book. He
choked the Barbarian with a rope, took him
outside the ring, bashed his head into a wall,
and then smashed him in the head with a
garbage can and a folding metal chair.
The sound of his head hitting the metal rang
throughout the gym.
Area flood warnings caused the regular crowd
of about 1,800 to be cut down to a third of
that, but those who did attend had a good time.
Before I could begin to write this article, 1
had to start calling promoters of the wrestling
league that comes to Harrisonburg — The
National Wrestling Alliance. I found them
unreceptive to any exposure — they had no real
feelings towards my writing the article and
didn't seem like they wanted to help.
While purchasing my tickets at the high
school, I asked the secretary why she thought
they would be so unreceptive. She told me
wresUing doesn't need any publicity.
"Professional wrestling sells itself," she said.
She went on to emphasize her point by
telling me a story about the fans.
Apparently a married couple and their

Staff photo by MING LEONG
Jimmy 'The Boogie Woogie Man'
The Barbarian.

■>—

Valiant

smashes a chair over the head of

children had once come to the school to buy
tickets. When they found out how much the
tickets would cost, she overheard the parents
arguing whether they should buy the tickets or
groceries.
I set out to find out what could make people
risk not eating for a week.
The crowd was diverse. Elderly men and
women, high school students and young
couples with their children filled the bleachers
and waited in anticipation.
I approached my first fan, a 59-year-old man
from Broadway named Paul Borror. He has
been watching wrestling for "a while" because
he's always loved sports. He also told me that
it's "someplace to go."
This didn't seem like a reason to go without
eating. I decided to search further to find a fan
that could better answer my question.
Brad Holsinger, a nine-year-old fan from
Luray said that he likes wrestling because, "It's
funny." He also said that "sometimes the
wrestlers make funny mistakes and the wimps
win."
Holsinger had been desperately trying all
evening to fill his autograph book with
signatures, but was unsuccessful. He and his
friends were asking the'"bad guys," who, in
order to keep up their images, refused.
Holsinger was persistent, and his hopes to
fill his book never waned. He was truly a
die-hard fan, but his comments failed to get to
the crux of my problem.
I spotted a group of women and decided to
ask them.
The group consisted of 65-year-old Virginia
Claytor, her daughter — in her mid twenties —
and her two teenage grandaughters. All were
sitting together in ringside seats and were
chatting excitedly, awaiting the first match.
I asked Claytor what she likes about
wrestling and what made her drive all the way
from Waynesboro in such gloomy weather.
The lively, grey-haired enthusiast told me, "I've
been watching wrestling for 50 years, and I just
love the thrill of it."
Once again, a fan expressed her enthusiasm
without really explaining why. I began to
think I would never find the answer.
Like Holsinger, Mrs. Claytor was upset with
the disposition of most of the wrestlers.
"If they don't come out and meet us and give
us their autographs, we will not come out and
patronize them," she said. "After we drive this
far, they should at least come out and talk to us
and be recognized.''
Apparently all is not blissful in wrestling
/andom. It was time to find out why the
wrestlers avoid publicity and what they think
of their fans.
Once again, I began hounding promoters,
referees and ring crew to try to get me an
interview.
This went on for over an hour, and I was

starting to get angry. W;
these wrestlers, I thougl
him with questions.
Finally, someone grab
an interview. With who,
was hurried into what I
but turned out to be a d<
slammed behind mc.
I looked to the left an
peered to my right, and
feet away from me were
named Thunderfoot #1 ar
Both men were wearir
masks. They were both
weighed at least 270 lbs i
I wasn't very angry an
loss for words.
Thundcrfoot # 1 and #
their opinions of the fans
"They have their purp
said. "They're our paych
fans are good, and some
they're wrestlers and sfc
usually the first ones whi
"If you sign one au
hundred people coming
"Half of them don't re;
autograph. You'll see the
walk away."
Thunderfoot #1 rcn
speaking to tell mc that I
for nine years.
Thunderfoot #2 had be
years and had been stat
wrestled in high schi
comment on what state.
My time ran out with tr
sound of the crowd rr
matches were about to be
Coming out of his dres
Junior Heavyweight Chai
was well-received by chei
who rushed to meet
champion.
Cameras flashed as tl
through the aisle. He v
complete with antennae,
made him look like he h«
set of a science fiction fi|
To the surprise of al
hands, picked up ch
autographs. Apparently f,
uphold.
His opponent was bus5
front row. A large, beard,
and made obscene hand g
wresUer to yell, "Shut tf
up."
The bearded man squm
the chair and made his «,
he could get close, sccur
him and settled him dow,
Borror, whom I had
walked over to me and (
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stlers know how to attract fans
f. Wait until I find one of
bought. I'm going to drill
grabbed mc and said I had
who, they didn't tell me. I
hat I thought was a room
: a dark hallway. The door
ill and saw no one. I then
l, and, to my surprise, two
were two immense figures
U land #2.
/earing full body suits and
both over six feet tall and
) lbs each.
ry anymore, and I felt at a
ind #2 are "bad guys," so
i fans were quite frank,
purpose," Thunderfoot #2
laychecks, basically. Some
some are bad. Some think
id start trouble. They are
s who want to sue you too.
e autograph, you got a
ning up to you," he added.
I't really even want your
«them tear it up after they
remained silent, only
that he had been wrestling
ad been wresding for three
i state champion when he
school. He refused to
late.
'ith the Thunderfeet and the
vd made me realize the
to begin.
s dressing room was NWA
'Champion Lazor-Tron. He
y cheers and dozens of fans,
Ie
et the lavishly garbed
as

the he made his way
He was donning a mask,
™ae, and his full body suit
h
c had just stepped off the
on film.
of

all, he stopped, shook
P children and signed
niJ
y he too had an image to
s busy ycihng at fans in the
Warded gentleman shouted
311(1
gestures, prompung the
huI
that dumb, fat hillbilly
squint] his eyes, rose from
hls
*ay to the ring. Before
security guards surrounded
down.
ad
"iterviewcd earlier,
and sa
< "That guy in the

Staff photo by MING LEONG
Overenthusiastic fans confront professional wrestler Thunderfoot #1,
at the Harrisonburg High School gymnasium last Thursday.
ring better watch his mouth. I know that fella
in the front row, and he'd eat that wrestler up
alive. He's from Luray in Page County, where
they don't care."
Noticing some of the wrestlers had come out
of their dressing rooms to observe the match, I
immediately tried to get another interview.
Fans began to flock around them, so I decided
to lean against the wall and wait.
A tall young man was standing next to me,'
and we began to talk. His name was Butch
Bonner, and had wrestled a match while I was
interviewing the Thunderfeet.
Bonner is a newcomer to the sport and feels
it was his friends that urged him to try out.
One of these friends happened to be former
NWA Heavyweight Champion Dory Funk Jr.
"So far it's been a rough way to make^a
living. I wouldn't recommend it to everyone."
Bonner's opinion of the fans is quite different
from those of his adversaries.

shouting obscenities at him during his bout

"There are good fans here," he said. "You'd be
surprised how much they help me in the ring."
As more and more fans began to realize that
this "boy next door" who had been standing
next to diem was a wrestler, I got crowded out
and was unable to talk to Bonner without
taking away precious time with the fans.
My eyes moved back to the ring, and I
noticed young Holsinger trying to get as close
to the ring as Breeze photographer Ming
Lcong, who was avoiding wrestlers being
thrown out of the ring.
The crowd was cheering "Let's go Tron" as I
made my way back to my seat. I decided it was
time to find out for myself what the wresding
attraction was all about.
After the final confrontation between The
Barbarian and Valiant was over, I walked back
to Claytor and her group and asked if they had
enjoyed the matches.
"My granddaughters touched "The Boogie

Woogie Man," and they won't wash their hands
for a week," Clay tor said. "I love him too."
My faithful photographer and I didn't stick
around long enough to see if they got to meet
any wrestlers, and, as the ring crew took down
the "squared circle" I think I understood what
the attraction was.
Professional wrestling brings to the viewer
all the excitement of an action TV series, only
it is live and allows for immediate viewer
reaction and character feedback.
These athletes are celebrities, and the
interaction between them and the fans make
things more interesting than viewing through a
screen.
As for the controversy of wrestling being
choreographed and staged, I will admit that a
lot of it appears to be acted. On the other hand,
I wouldn't want to tell that to The Barbarian,
whose skull print is permanently imbedded in
one of the ringside seats.
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CORSAGES $
BOUTONNIERES,
FRESH FLOWERS,
BALLOONS £
HOUSEPLANTS

friaam FACTORY
^pjajja.

2 Locations to serve you: Valley Mall & Kenmora Strait

Choose from 24 Delicious Flavors off Ice Cream
COUPONS NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFERS

,am

GAZEBO
ZOfcS S-MMrJ V */

"?"" CONE or COOL COOKIE

V

*S".Sl"3<»

j©5

COUPON

i£*3

VAu-ty HKU-
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3 GALLON TUBS
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Ideal lor Picnics, Parties, Spaclal Events
Expires 5/31/1987
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second shake lor ono nail price
On* Coupon par purchase
Expires 5/31/87

at Shenandoah Valley Airport
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Quality Flying
Call John King

(703) 234-8729
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* fireplaces
* Ceiling Fans
* All Appliances
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& 'Basic Cable TV
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Off
BANANA SPLIT
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(any site)
One coupon per purchase
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'PLUS
* Weight *Rffom
* 'Party %pom
*MotTu6
'(Pool
* Tennis Court
* Laundry Facilities
* 'Bus Service
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9&W for fall!! Only 20 available ■ so act fast!
It&ntsfrom. $135 - $160 per person
%pommate Locating Service
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'Stellahhhhh!'
'Streetcar Named Desire' heating up Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre
By Pam Wiley
features editor
"We've had more people falling down
at the bottom of the stairs yelling
'Stellahhhhh!'"
George Hillow, associate professor of
theater, says the cry is a familiar one —
even to people who have not seen "A
Streetcar Named Desire."
Hillow is the director of the JMU
Mainstage production of Tennessee
Williams' "Streetcar," which opened
Tuesday night in Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.

v

"Since I've known . . . that I was
doing this play, I've tuned into how
many times I've come across references
to it," Hillow says.
"It's amazing — just on 'Jeopardy' —
how many times you will see references
to Stella, or Stanley, or Blanche, or
'Streetcar' or whatever — just on a
show like that. So it really is an
American classic."
The classic play was also made into a
movie starring Marlon Brando and
Vivien Leigh.
So how does one take a play so
commonly known and frequently done
that it is used as "Jeopardy" material
and make it new enough that people
will still come see it?
Hillow says, "The first thing you do
is you find the best actors you can, and
you surround yourself with the most
organized, competent people you can."
Auditions were held early this
semester for the show, which is set in
the late 1940s in the middle of a
sweltering summer in New Orleans'
infamous French Quarter.
The story takes place in the two-room
flat of Stanley and Stella Kowalski,
played by junior Dan Villasenor and
sophomore Anne Harrington. Stanley is
loud, aggressive and unrefined, and
Stella, formerly of a genteel Southern
family, wouldn't want him any other
way.
The Kowalskis find themselves and
their lifestyle cramped by the presence
of Blanche DuBois, Stella's older sister,
who moves in with them.
Blanche is a nervous woman with a
passion for glamorous clothes and
attractive surroundings. She is fast
approaching middle age, and she tries to
conceal that fact with meticulous
attention to her makeup and clothing
and a paper lantern over a glaring light
bulb.
She comes to New Orleans bearing
tales of the loss of the family estate.
What she doesn't tell her sister and
brother-in-law is that since her

Staff photo by MING LEONG
Stella, played by Anne Harrington (left), gets her sister Blanche, played by Carolyn Tenore, the
first drink of many in Tennessee Williams' 'A Streetcar Named Desire.'
marriage failed and she lost the
plantation she's been cultivating a
drinking problem and shacking up in a
seedy motel — entertaining any soldier
or traveling salesman she thinks could
be her ticket to security.
During her stay, Blanche meets
Mitch, one of Stanley's co-workers and
poker buddies. Mitch, played by
part-time student Jay Zehr, lives with
his dying mother, is a little on the
sheltered side and is quite taken with the
flirtacious Miss DuBois.
This family drama is staged against a
set that has been in the works since last
May. The set, designed by junior Lee

/

Kennedy, is a framework of the
apartment and the outside fire escape,
but the audience is able to see through
the building to the street
Behind the set is a scrim, a
translucent curtain covering the entire
back of the stage, that, when lit from
behind, allows the entire stage to be
bathed in one color or a series of colors.
Also featured are lights on the theater
walls from neighbors' windows and
neon signs from a nearby hotel and bar
and the Jax Brewery. The lighting was
designed by sophomore Mark Darden.
The French Quarter atmosphere is
further developed by the presence of

streetwalkers, neighbors, fruit vendors
and sailors. Freshman Andy Mitroff
appears here and there on the stage
blowing New Orleans sounds on the
saxophone.
Hillow called the production a
"collaborative adventure," adding that
"without strength on all sides, you can't
doit."
"A Streetcar Named Desire" will be
presented at 8 p.m. tonight through
Saturday and at 2 p.m. Sunday.
Admission is $3 with JMU ID.
Tickets may be reserved by calling'
the box office at 568-6260 between 3
and 8 p.m. weekdays.
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RENTERS WANTED
*August occupancy
*4 Bedrooms
*2 Baths
*Wiis^
in each
condo

COME BY 48-A
SOUTH AVE.
DAILY 3-5 P.M.
OR CALL:

433-5052
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APRIL 22,23 24
ON THE WCC PATIO
TIMES: 10-4

SPONSORED
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You're Ready For Summer!
Is Your Car?
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sSaVe $2.00 Off Jiffy Lube's
S <t*0

Complete 14 Point
" J
Lube, Oil, Filter Service

with this coupon $19.95
Rag. $21.95
•4-Wheel Drive Slightly higher
'Canned oil $3.00 additional
Valid thru Sat. May 15.1987

$Save
$2
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1

Radiator
Flush & Fill

$25.95 with this coupon s
Reg. $27.95
0

B5 VaJidthruSatMaylS, 1987
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Sat. 8 a.m.-5p.m.
Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

S B5 valid thru Sat May 15,1987
For one low price in 10 minutes and no

appointment for just about any vehicle,

here's what you get with Jiffy Lube Complete:
VISA MASTERCARD PERSONAL CHECKS
We change your oil with Pennzoil.
add a new oil filter,
lubricate the chassis, check and fill all

1870 East Market Street
HarriSOnburO Va 22801
»'

AcrOSS From Valley Mall

Combination
of any two
when purchased
on same visit
to this Jiffy Lube

under-the-hood fluids and much, much more.
Jiffv Lube Complete is 14 important services

that can keep vour car out of

the repair shop!
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Transmission Fluids
& Filter Change
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Reg. $33.95
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Neil Simon looks back in 'Brighton Beach'
By Mary Walsh
staff writer

"Brighton Beach Memoirs," which
opens tonight in Wampler
Experimental Theatre, is playwright
Neil Simon's bittersweet homage to
his past.
Simon uses 15-year-old Eugene
Jerome, played by sophomore Jim
Anzide, as a window to his own
adolescence. Eugene, through his
monologues and journal entries, serves
as a narrator throughout this
reminiscent jaunt.
Eugene introduces the audience to his
Jewish household, which consists of
his parents, his brother, Stanley, his
Aunt Blanche and his two cousins,
Nora and Laurie.
Together under one roof in
post-Depression Brooklyn, the
characters create much love, confusion,
resentment and compassion.
Eugene is plagued by two overriding
obsessions — to pitch for the New
York Yankees and to see his cousin
Nora naked.
Anzide notes some similarities
between himself at IS and Eugene. "At
15, Eugene and I were a lot alike —
except I was a Phillies fan .... I used
my experiences as a teenager to portray

AFTER

Staff photo by MARK MANOUK1AN
Jack and Kate Jerome (left), their sons Stanley and Eugene, Aunt Blanche and her daughters
Laurie and Nora share a meal In "Brighton Beach Memoirs."
Eugene, but there are things that I on the sidewalk out front. It is through rely on each other for guidance and
couldn't identify with .... I have never this limited setting that the characters support His respect for the dignity and
had an older brother."
are forced to interact with and depend stability of the American family
The tightly knit Jerome family, on one another.
prevails.
facing Eugene's father's imminent
Despite the hardships the characters
And in a house where words such as
unemployment, his aunt's self-pity face, Simon implements his signature high blood pressure, asthma, cancer and
over her widowed status, Laurie's one-liners to save the play from
diptheria are spoken only in whispers,
illness and Nora's ill-fated dancing* becoming one big ploy for self-pity.
this is no minor feat.
career, seem on the brink of cracking
Director Jay Gerber, a senior, says,
"Brighton Beach Memoirs" will be
under the stress.
"Before you can start to get real serious, presented at 8 p.m. tonight through
The entire play takes place within a comedic line will ease it"
Saturday and at 2 p.m. Sunday in
the compounds of their cramped house,
Simon allows the characters to rise Wampler Building. Admission is
except for a few scenes that take place above their situations, and, as a family, $2.50.

HOURS
THURSDAY

FRIDAY

MUSIC
Billy Brockman and Terrl Allard — Calhoun's,
$2 cover charge.
Nlghtspell — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
The Good Guy» with Flat Stanley and YoYo
Head - - JM's Pub & Deli, $4 cover charge.
JMU Jazz Improv — Little Grill, $1 donation
requested.
Jellyfish Blues Band— Mystic Den. cover charge
not available.
Disc Jockey — Bella Meade, Ladies' Night, free for
ladies, $2 for men.
DJ _ Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies, $1 for men.
MOVIES
F/X (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 7 p.m and 9:30

MUSIC
The Madlsonlans — Convocation Center, 8 p.m.,
$3 with JMU I.D.
Lip Sync Contest — J. Maddies, 9 p.m..- midnight,
$.50 cover charge.
Kokomotlons — Calhoun's, $3 cover charge.
Star City Band — Gandy Dancer. $3 cover
charge.
Crooked Run (bluegrass)— Little Grill, $3 cover
charge.
The Noise Boys — Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
First Offense — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
Contraband — Scruples, Sheraton Inn. $3 cover
charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, free.
DJ — JM's , $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, sponsor night, $1 cover charge.

The Aristocats (G) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
•f\30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Lethal Weapon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and
9:40 p.m.
Platoon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 9 p.m.
Project X (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 755 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
The Secret of My Success (PG-13) — Valley
Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m.,
7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Blind Date (PG-13) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Burglar (R) — RothTheatres, 7:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Police Academy 4 (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
COMEDY
Comedy Club — J. Maddies, 9 p.m.. $2 cover
charge.
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4 cover

charge.

MOVIES
Crocodile Dundee (PG-13) — Grafton-Stovall. >
Theatre. 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Tommy (PG) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, midnight.
The Aristocats (G)— Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.and 7 p.m.
Lethal Weapon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:40 p.m. and 9:40
p.m.
Platoon (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 9 p.m.
Project X (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
The Secret of My Success (PG-13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Blind Date (PG-13) — Roth Theatres. 7:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Making Mr. Right (PG) — Roth Theatres. 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m.

Police Academy 4 (PG)— Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
SATURDAY
SPRING FLING
Chuck Taylor and The Allstars, Jellyfish
Blues Band, The Trl — Godwin Field, noon-4
p.m., free.
MUSIC
The Madlsonlans — Convocation Center, 8 p.m.,
$3 with JMU I.D.
The Meek — J. Maddies, 9 p.m.-12 p.m., $2.
Spectrum — Belle Meade, $3 cover charge.
Belzona Bluzz Revue— Calhoun's, $2 cover
charge.
Star City Band — Gandy Dancer. $3 cover
charge.
Bill Hudson (acoustic) — Little Grill. $1 cover
charge.
The Noise Boys — Mystic Den. cover charge not
available.
First Offense — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
Contraband — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover
charge.
DJ and Danes Contest — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
MOVIES
Crocodile Dundee (PG-13) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The Aristocats (G) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., and 7 p.m.
Project X (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
The Secret of My Success (PG-13) — Valley
Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m..
750 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
taking Mr. Right (PG) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.. 7
p.m. and 9 p.m.
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CALL PATRICK REAL ESTATE AT 433-2559
FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING

moniSONlDNS
Music Department Presents

HOUSING BROCHURE NOW AVAILABLE

Madisonian Show

FEATURING LUXURY APARTMENTS AT-UNTVERSITY PLACE
3 Bedrooms--2 Baths
MADISON GARDENS
3 Bedrooms--2 Baths
DUKE GARDEN APARTMENTS
3 Bedrooms--2.5 Baths
MADISON SQUARE
3 Bedrooms--2.5 Baths
COUNTRY CLUB COURT
3 Bedrooms-2.5 Baths

Fri. April 24
Sat. April 25
8 p.m. Convocation Center
with JMU ID - $3.00, General Admission - $5.00
Advanced tickets available at Duke Fine Arts Lobby
Mon. -Fri. 3-8p.m.

7

Invite"^
/'your parents

Vee's l*)ace

Chinese and(Bar-'B-Que Carry Out
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•••♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

'Why go out for &CI9&SE TOO®,
when you can have it deliveredfresh and hot
to your place on or off campus!/!

434-4653
434-3003

Off campus minimum $10.00 purchase
Check + $.25 Charge
VISA-MASTER CARD-CHOICE
Minimum $5.00 or $.50 Chare

THE
PUMPKIN

W

)

wstay Wlth us whlle thev

visit you (you'll like it too).
Tnis be
d & breakfast inn
was Duilt circa 1847 &

features Victorian & country

HOUSE
rooms - some with private
INN,
bath & fireplace - and is
LTD furnished with antiques.

In scenic countryside 8 miles
south of JMU on RT. 11
between 181 exits 60 & 61
ROUTE 2. BOX 155 '703)434 6963

Mr. ccMvFoer;. VIBGIMA 22841
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THE CREDIT
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Once again, we're proud to offer
the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan. GMAC wants to
help us give you the credit you
deserve, and the keys to a new
Chevrolet.
For this special GMAC financing, all you need is your diploma,
proof of a job, a low down
payment, the ability to meet
monthly payments and no
derogatory credit references.
You'll get $400 off the pur-

chase price, or a 90-day deferral
on your payments? as a graduation present from GMAC.
After all, graduating from college is no small achievement.
We're proud to offer you one of
your first rewards. GMAC is
an Equal Credit Opportunity
Company

Come in and see us today

JOE BOWMAN CHEVROLET, 1N(
237 EAST MARKET STREET
HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA 22801

OM QUALITY
Sf BVICI PARTS
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JMU romps past Keydets

By Greg McCormick
staff writer

The JMU baseball team has followed a definite
pattern so far this season — the up and down motion
of a seesaw.
Against Virginia Commonwealth University
Tuesday night, JMU gave up 12 hits while
collecting only six and paid the price, losing 12-0.
In Mauck Stadium Wednesday, however, the seesaw
tilted the other way.
A seven-run first inning and Kevin White's fourth
complete game of the year led the Dukes to a 11-4
victory over Virginia Military before a "Diamond
Dukes Day" crowd of 1,500.
The win ups JMU's record to 18-16, and the
Keydets dropped to 12-14-1.
With an upcoming tournament that includes two
opponents among Baseball America's Top 25 (Miami
and Old Dominion), the Dukes and head coach Brad
Babcock are still
searching for the elusive
consistency that they have shown very little of this
year.
"I think right now we play too many games for
the type of players we have," Babcock said. "When it
comes to playing day in and day out we don't have
the type of players, enough of them, yet that will go
out and give a battling effort offensively and
defensively.
'
"We have three or four guys who are just breaking
their butts to play, and they can't understand why
other guys aren't doing the same thing."
The Dukes have made a habit of scoring almost
all their runs early this year, and the first three
innnings against VMI were no different. Before
Keydet starter, and eventual loser, George Armbruster
was pulled with two outs in the first, JMU had a
four-run lead.

See BASEBALL page 31 ►

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Dukes" second baseman Jeff Garber (left) takes the throw as VMl's Ben Walker
slides during JMU's 11-4 victory Wednesday on Diamond Dukes Day at Long Field.

Third-ranked Cavaliers edge Dukes on late goal
By Gary Crockett
MM writer
Coming off its disappointing fourth-place finish
in the South Atlantic Conference tournament last
weekend, the JMU women's lacrosse team may have
been given little chance in their final home game
Wednesday against third-ranked Virginia.
However, the Dukes extended the Cavaliers to the
limit before dropping an 8-7 decision on a goal by
UVa's Lisa Newi in the final minute.
The loss drops JMUs record to 4-8 while the
Cavaliers now stand at 11 -1.
Dukes' coach Dee McDonough said she was
pleased with the way her team bounced back from
their weekend losses in Norfolk.
"I think overall they kept their composure and
idn'tjlose confidence in themselves," she said,
ce is something that we've been

struggling for this season. We've had it in sports,
but today they had it for the whole game.
"It's hard to say what happened over the weekend.
They just didn't play well, especially against
William and Mary Sunday."

The Dukes fought back to a 3-3 tie behind the
scoring of Jamie LiuJe, who twice powered through
the Cavaliers' defense for easy goals. When Buch
added her second score, JMU took a 4-3 lead with
12:31 left in the half.

The Dukes had won three straight games going
into the tournament before losing 7-5 to Loyola
(Md.) in the semifinals, a game in which they led
5-2 at the half. William and Mary then defeated the
Dukes 8-4 in Sunday's consolation game, while
Loyola took the SAC tide with al0-7 victory over
Old Dominion.
Against the Cavaliers, die Dukes fell behind 3-1
in the first five minutes as UVa scored on goals by
Dawn Wisniewski. Elaine Maddox and Sally
Ulman. Diane Buch, who tied the game 1-1 by
scoring the 100th goal of her career, became only
the third JMU player to reach that plateau.

The remainder of the first half was a seesaw affair
beginning with a goal by Newi, who slipped^ j
backhand shot past JMU goalie Joy Jones. Little
then countered for the Dukes, scoring her third goal
of the^day before Newi answered again on al
free-position shot to tie the score at 5-5.
Less than a minute later, Jody Allebach put the
Dukes back on top with a snot thai bounced under
the stick of Virginia goalie Tracy Nelson. But the
Cavaliers came right back when Wisniewski
connected on another free-position shot to tie the

See LACROSSE page 31
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OUR PASSING RATE IS
70% SKWcXBU

110,000 BECKER CPA ALUMNI
HAVE PASSED THE LAST PART OF THE CPA EXAM SINCE 1967
CLASSES STARTING JUNE 8th

i

FOR YOUR FREE Invitation
TO THE FIRST CLASSES

In WASHINGTON D.C. call:
(703)620-9673

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS:
(NATIONAL
HEADOUARTERS: CALL
CALL: $00-423-2470
800-423-2470
OR WfVTE: 15760 V.ntur. Btvd. SM. 1101. Enano.CA 91436
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MAY SESSION / SUMMER SCHOOL
If you are planning to attend either May
Session or Summer School or both, please
sign up in campus Post Office right away.
ALL STUDENTS
Don't forget to send change of address to
all magazine publishers so you will receive
your magazines this summer at home.
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JIFFY 66 & MARKET
PORT REPUBLIC ROAD
MUST HAVE VALID DRIVER'S LICENSE
FORBEER&WNE

I

COORS REG. 6 PK
STROH'S&LT. 15 PK
WHITE MTN. COOLERS
COORS REG. & LT. 12 PK
MOLSONLT. 12 PK
OLD MIL. 24 PK
BUSCH & NAT. LIGHT 12 PK
MICHELOB 6 PK
HEINEKEN 6 PK
KEGS - Stroh's

•&&&&?"
Deli Ftesh
Made Ptaa*
12-t**

PM*ONI

(Others Available)

LONGNECKS AVAILABLE
MILK 1 Gal.
2.09
CIGARETTES
Reg. 7.79
HOT DOGS
2/.95
32 oz. Fountain Coke
.79

_

2A^ 1 Fresh
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100's

& SAUSAGE. I

Cookies

Serve 'N'
Save
Wieners
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m
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WASHINGTON EXTRA FANCV
GOLDEN OR

SANDWICHES, CHIPS, SODAS, ICE
MAGAZINES, NIGHTCRAWLERS

$0 Delicious
^r

THE PHILLIPS 66 ACROSS FROM HO-JO'S
433-8559

DUNCAN HINES

"^^SrSsSSoST \ Chocolate
Chip

%J Apples
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Dukes perform well at Invitational
By Sonny Dearth
soorts editor
The JMU track program took a giar.t
step Saturday in its climb to regional
and national recognition.
Not only did the Dukes lure top-notch
athletes to JMU Stadium for the JMU
Invitational, but they also responded to
the challenge with some of their best
efforts of the season.
The meet attracted performers from
such track powers as Georgetown,
Seton Hall and East Carolina, but the
Dukes held their own.
t
JMU men's coach Bill Walton
described the competition at the event.
"Other than the 1980 Virginia state
meet, it was probably the finest track
meet ever at JMU," he said. "I think we
had about six or eight AIl-Americans
and [many] All-East performers."
Dukes' women's coach Gwen Harris
also was impressed with the overall
atmosphere.
"We always like to run against really
tough competition," she said. "We're
trying to get ready for the ECAC's
[Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
meet]."
One JMU athlete who helped his
drive toward All-America status
Saturday was long jumper D.D. Manns.
His winning jump, a JMU
Stadium-record 26-feet-6, both topped
Georgetown All-American Ray
Humphrey and qualified him for the
NCAA Championships. Manns, who
missed indoor All-America status by
one spot, has just started jumping
outdoors to prepare for his chances at
theNCAAs.
"We're hoping he will be an outdoor
all-America," Walton said. "We delayed
his outdoor season.. .this was his first
big test"

Staff photo by BOB SEEM AN
JMU's Danielle Legendre clears the high jump bar on her way to victory In the JMU Invitational
Saturday at JMU Stadium. Legendre won the event with a 5-footi-5 jump,
national championship in the process.
In the final and perhaps most exciting
event of the six-hour meet, the JMU
4x400-meter relay team of Desi
Wynter, Sheppard, Kevin Jones and
Chris Miller raced favored East Carolina
down to the finish line with a
school-record performance.
After Wynter trailed his Pirate
counterpart after the first lap, Sheppard
gave the Dukes the lead in the second
lap. JMU then fell to third behind ECU
and Seton Hall, but came back to take
second just behind the Pirates.

"That's [sprinting] been a traditional strong
area. I've been preaching to our guys that
they can run with anyone anywhere if they
want to."
. —Bill Walton
The Dukes' Tim Smith dominated the
javelin competition, firing a toss of
175 feet to win by over 26 feet
"It's taken him [Smith] this long to
get used to the javelin," Walton said.
"Only recently he's made the adjustment
[to the javelin being heavier]: It worked
against his throwing style earlier."
Saturday was an excel lent day for the
JMU men's sprinters.
Dukes' freshman Terence Sheppard set
a school record in the 400-meter run
with a second-place time of 47.04
....
..__ =.._:_.
seconds, qualifying for the junior

Anchorman Miller completed the
Dukes' all-time best 3:09.04 clocking,
but he crossed the finish line four yards
behind East Carolina's runner. The
Pirates set a stadium record to win the
relay.

In a key distance race, JMU's Pete
really hard," she said. "Three-fourths of
Weilenmann placed second to William the time she's not pleased, but I am."
and Mary's Hiram Cuevas in the
Block will compete in the
1,500-meter run by a mere .17 seconds. 10,000-meter run this weekend at the
Cuevas' victory ironically avenged a Penn Relays at Philadelphia, a distance
five-mile cross country race at Purcell tough to conquer consistently.
Park Oct. 4. 1986 where Weilenmann
"It's pretty hard to run that many
nipped him by less than a second.
times," Harris said. "Time-wise we
The Dukes' Kendall Curry came in would like to get down in the 36s
second in the triple jump with an effort [36-37 minutes], so we're keeping her
of46-feet-ll.
pretty rested."
JMU now moves on to the Penn
Concerning Legendre, who qualified
Relays at Philadelphia's Franklin Field,
for
the ECAC meet with her
where the Dukes will run most of their
performance,
Harris saw a bright future
relay teams against even tougher
for her young high jumper.
competition.
"In the 1,600-meter relay [4x400],
"I was really pleased because she
we're in the same heat as Auburn, hadn't jumped [competitively] in a
Arkansas, Georgetown and East
month. With a little bit of practice
Carolina, some of which placed in the
she's getting it done," Harris said.
NCAA's," Walton said. "It'll be a real "She's only a freshman and I'm really
test for us."
excited about that"
On the women's side, JMU recorded
two first place finishes, but Harris
believes the Dukes could fare better in
the future.

Mike Rose (20.8) and Manns (21.1)
also placed third and fourth respectively
in the 200-meter run.

"This is one of my heavy recruiting
years," she said. "Hopefully next year
we'll get them [quality teams] to come
back and well be competitive."
However, senior Teren Block and
freshman Danielle Legendre didn't do so
badly this year. Block easily won the
5,000-meter run with an 18:11.47 time
while Legendre took the high jump

"That's [sprinting] been a traditional
strong area," Walton said. "I've been
preaching to our SW*"i**y can run
u,iih anvnne
with
anyone anvwhere
anywhere if they want to.

with a S-foot-S effort
Among other things, Harris praised
Block's work habits.
"Teren's a great athlete and works

JMU's Desiree Rowe had a fine
performance in the 200-meter run,
crossing the finish line second with a
time of 25.93 seconds.
Laurie Johnson led the Dukes in the
field events by finishing second in the
hammer throw with a toss of 34.30
meters.
Block is the only JMU women's
athlete at the Penn Relays, so most of
the squad is looking forward to the
qualifying meets at JMU Stadium April
28 and May 2.
"We want to have a good field since
everyone will be trying to qualify [for
the IC4A's and other top meets],"
Harris said. "It will probably he more
distance-oriented than sprint-oriented."

.
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HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help^ur
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

»

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back—up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,° OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii: 7U7 5255; Puerto Kic<>: 721-4550; (tuaoi: 477 9H57; Virgin Islands
iSt.Crciixi: 77:^38; New Jersey: 800452 57VM In Alaska, consult yniir Im-al
phone direct ory.
c 1985 I'niled Slates (invemmenl as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.

MAIL TO: Army National Guard. P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
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SPORTSFILE

REC
WOMEN'S TENNIS

Flohr named
coach of year

JMU placed second in the seven-team
Colonial Athletic Association
tournament at Williamsburg Friday and
Saturday. William and Mary won the
tourney with 46 points, followed by the
Dukes with 38 1/2 and Richmond with
20 1/2.

JMU women's swimming and diving
coach Judi Flohr was named the
1986-87 Colonial Athletic Association
Coach of the Year by her peers in the
conference.
In her third season with the Dukes,
Flohr led JMU to their second straight
CAA championship and a 9-1 dual meet
record, their best winning percentage
ever.

JMU's number one doubles team,
Chris Gillies and Terri Gaskill, clinched
a berth in the NCAA tournament with
their 6-4,6-2 victory in the finals over
the Tribe's Julie Kaczmarek and
Danielle Webster. Gillies and Gaskill
are now ranked 16th nationally.

The Dukes also broke six other team
records and equaled their highest-ever
finish at the Eastern Women's
Swimming League Championships by
placing 10th.

In singles, JMU won three of the six
flights. Gaskill defeated Kaczmarek by
default at number two, Wendy Gross
edged Webster 1-6, 7-5, 6-4 at number
three and Karen Johnson stopped
William and Mary's Cynthia Mitchell
6-2,6-3.

MEN'S GOLF
The Dukes placed third in the
eight-team Colonial Athletic
Association championships at New
Bern, N.C. last weekend.
East Carolina won the tournament
with a three-round total of 929,
followed by Richmond (936), JMU
(952) and UNC-Wilmington (957).
Brett West placed fourth individually
with a 229 to lead the Dukes and Rob
Slavonia shot a 233 to come in sixth.
John Screen scored 242, Brian Groff
252 and Derek Sprague 264 for JMU.

Three JMU entries lost to William
and Mary in the finals.
The Tribe's Namratha Appa Rao
defeated Gillies 6-1,7-6 at number one
singles and William and Mary's Kirsten
Caister outlasted JMU's Stephanie
Baker 6-1, 6-7, 6-3 at number six
singles.
At number two doubles, Appa Rao
and Caister teamed to beat Gross and
Jennifer Brandt 6-2,7-5.

ARCHERY
The Dukes won the men's and mixed
team championships at the Ohio State
Invitational Saturday in Columbus.
JMU topped Purdue 2,309-2,283 to
take the men's title and outscored the
Boilermakers 3,059-2,637 to capture
the mixed team championship. There
was no women's team competition.
The Dukes took second, third and
fourth place in the women's individual
standings.
Janice Havranek shot a 771, 11
points behind winner Allison Martin of
Miami (Ohio) to place second. JMU's
Maria Watts came in third with a 740
and the Dukes' Mary Murphy finished
fourth with a 708.
In the men's individual competition,
Yuhri Miller led the Dukes with a
fifth-place score of 776 and Tom
Hoffman came in sixth with a 772.
Only 10 points separated the top six
finishers, led by Purdue's Buddy
Thurman's 782.
WOMEN'S GOLF
JMU came in seventh of 10 teams in
the William and* Mary Invitational last
weekend.
The Dukes shot a three-round total ol
1,000, 37 strokes behind first-place
Rollins, who defeated Purdue in a
playoff to win the tournament.
Donna Martz led JMU with a 233,
good for third place individually.

REPORT

ACTIVITIESTRACK AND FIELD- Signups for
intramural competition will be held at
5 p.m. Apr. 27 on the second floor
of Godwin Hall.
SKATING- The last two free skating
nights of the semester will be held
Apr. 30 and May 7 from 7:30-10
p.m.
SOFTBALL- All participants in the
Home Run Derby should report to
the JMU Stadium turf at 6:30 p.m.
Wed. Apr. 29.
RESULTSSOFTBALL- The Coral Reefers
deteated the Humanoids 12-4 and
11-9 Wednesday night to sweep
the co-rec intramural championship
series 2-0.
The Coral Reefers won the first
game easily and then rallied in the
sixth inning ot the second game to
post a comeback victory.
Coral Reefers captain Greg
Rowles said Gary Zambetti and
Debbie Breeden had outstanding
games offensively and that left
fielder Mickey Solan had an
excellent game defensively.

Nautilus Special
Join now and get
summer free or
$25.00 off regular
membership

=■ NAUTILUS =
TFITNESS ^A. CENTER;
1832 SOUTH MAIN ST

c

HARRISONBURG, VA.

FACILITIES INCLUDE

Nautilus
Free Weights
Whirlpool
Swimming Pool

Shower and
Locker facilities
Heat Sauna
Sun-tan bed

Aerobic dance room

Open 7 days a week

433-3434

SAT. MAY 2
7:30 p.m.

TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT:
I CENTER POINT BOOKSTORE
IEHC. BOOKSTORE
I VALLEY BOOKS,
IMHAHUSONBURG

AT
THEROCKINGHAM
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
"MAIN BUILDING"

ft

I DAVSTAR IN STAUNTON
18.00 IN ADVANCE
(7 00 AT THE DOOR

PRESEMrATloU

FOR INFORMATION CALL:
298-9788
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WE BUILT
A PROUD
NEW
FEELING
SUPER

<W*e

>«*£

FP.E1H

,_FOOD MARKETS-^
The freshest w.iy to Srfve

DOUBLE
COUPONS
SEE STORE FOR DETAILS

MEAT BONUS BUYS

GROCERY BONUS BUYS

GROCERY BONUS BUYS

REGULAR OR MAPLE FLAV(
VIRGINIA BRAND
ALL VARIETIES

Sliced
Bacon

Fritos
Corn Chips

CHERRY 7 UP • CANADA DRY GINGERALE

7-UP
89°

&
OWALTNEY MILD OR LOW SALT

Pork Sausage 3
QWALTNEY WATER ADDED SMOKED

Pork Picnics
OWALTNEY MEAT OR

Beef Bologna

KRAFT

1.39
».89
1.59

Caramels

Peanut
Butter

1

1.69

DELI/BAKERY DEPT.
NEW YORKER DOMESTIC

Swiss Cheese
SIGNATURE FRESH

Shrimp Salad

2.99
*> 3.99

DELI FRESH COLE SLAW OR MUSTARD

Potato Salad

-*Q

.o./y

FRESH BAKED ALL BUTTER

Croissants
SUPCAFACSH oo
COUPON
GRADE "A"

JANE PARKER

7

z

Cherry Pies

99c

OSCAR MAYER MEAT OR

Beef
Franks t&

Goobers

NATIONAL

1.43
^ 1.34
*1 1.59

'£„'

NESTLES RAISINETS OR

PRODUCE BONUS BUYS
SWEET'JUICE

^Ai Florida
X' Oranges

PLAIN OR SEEDED

Jane Parker
Rye Bread

1.49

16-02 ^fl^,fl*|r
loaves %^%^

MINUTE MAID FROZEN

Grapeade

WASHINGTON STATE'GOLDEN DELICIOUS f\f\
can

MINUTE MAID FROZEN

. \J \J

Lemon-Limeade

\20T UK
can ,\J\J

ALL FLAVORS BREAKSTONE

•s .89

Gourmet Dips

Large Apples
^

», .by

SEEDLESS

English Cucumbers ea .79

' LJP »

SUPCAFftCSH ''.«' B^
W SUP€ftfRCSH
COUPON
[^P
COUPON
SUPERFRESH KING SIZE
PPSMUCKERS GRAPE JAM OR

Large Eggs 'White Bread! Grape Jelly;
39 c
fe 29 c
| £ 99 c

OLD SOUTH "',w!

r •

i

»»».-»»-•>», |

fc

^%
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Baseball
► (Continued from page 25)

In his brief outing, Armbruster gave
up three hits and four walks as the
Dukes sent nine batters to the plate.
When reliever Mike Doczi came in to
face Mike DiMedio, the bases were
loaded and the Kcydets were in an early
hole.
DiMedio welcomed Doczi with a
two-run single that scored Scott Mackie
and Sam Rose with the fifth and sixth
runs of the inning, and Jeff Garber's
infield single later scored Rich
Belanger.
After White sent the Keydets down in
order in the second, JMU added a pair of

^£*^$*

runs in their half of the frame, spelling
the end for Doczi. The third reliever,
Chris Tognoli, proved to be a charm for
the Keydets.
Through five innings, the sophomore
left-hander held the Dukes to six hits
until he was replaced by John Glover in
the eighth.
The on-again, off-again offensive
performance is yet another piece of the
puzzle the Dukes are trying to solve
before the Colonial Athletic
Association Tournament in mid-May.
"We hit the ball well and stop, it's
just like [when] we were down at
William and Mary," Babcock said. JMU
swept a three-game conference from the
Indians last week.

Third baseman Steve Schwartz
provided a simple answer to the Dukes'
struggling offense.
"We all know what we have lo do to.
We just have to go out and hit the ball,
get the hits when we need them,"
Schwartz said. "Today we did it, last
weekend we did it, [Tuesday] we dit'n't.
Maybe we mentally relax, a good te;:m
can't do that."
By the time Rod Boddie had collectet:
JMU's final hit in the bottom of the
eighth, the Dukes had a seven-run lead
and White had effectively shut down the
Keydet offense.
Surviving a three-run VMI fourth, the
senior right-hander had relatively little
trouble upping his record to 4-2.

"I was trying not to overthrow, just
trying to hit spots," White said. "It's
when I start trying to overthrow that I
get hit. I have to remember to not
throw so hard. Location is more
important than velocity."
JMU must have a solid outing three
nights in a row if they are to be
successful in this weekend's tournament
at Old Dominion University.
Tomorrow afternoon, die Dukes face
Miami, Saturday afternoon George
Washington and end the tournament
against host Old Dominion on Sunday.
And if JMU can do well against their
nationally-ranked competition, maybe
the Dukes can find some answers before
the CAA playoffs.

managed lo get off only nine shots and
scored only one goal, that coming from
Tricia Dewey, which tied the score 7-7

shares with former JMU goalie Chris
Bauer.
After the game, McDonough
commented on the Dukes' loss.
"We played well and it could've gone
either way," she said. "UVa got a
couple of breaks at the end when they
got possession and that's what made the
difference.
"In the second half I didn't think we
took as many smart shots as we did in
the first half, but you can never tell
when me goals will come. Sometimes
the shots just don't go."

Lacrosse

PRINTING

> (Continued from page 25)

WE SHIP

UPS
m

lAjtfSoktoH;
35 Kenmore St.
Harrisonburg,
433-2828

SUMMER

JOBS!

score 6-6 at the half.
With the Dukes playing well in the
first half, McDonough had little advice
for the team during the intermission.
"We just basically told them to play
tighter on defense," she said, "and to
look to go one on one more against
their goalkeeper [Nelson] because I
really didn't think that their goalie was
that strong."
As it turned out, Nelson was rarclv
tested in the second half. The Dukes

SUMMER

JOBS!

What are you
doing this
summer?
We need summer temps
to work in MEDICAL and
DENTAL OFFICES in Northern Va.

TT©(p

SALMOUSa

Experience helpful. Please call
for information:

Team Placement Service

(703) 820-8618
5109 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church, Va.
SUMMER

SUMMER

JOBS!

with 21:33 remaining in the game.
That deadlock stood for nearly 21
minutes until Newi connected on the
game-winner with 45 seconds to play.
During the drought, Jones was
continuously bombarded with shots
from the Cavaliers, who outshot the
Dukes 40-17 for the afternoon. Jones
finished with 21 saves, leaving her five
short of the school record which she

i ■
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Setting
priorities
**■

THIS YEAR'S spring housing sign-up has
created quite a stir among JMU's
upperclassmen. The controversy stems
from a diverse group of people called
"displaced" students. To understand the
problem, you must first understand the chain of
priority given by the Office of Residence Life.

Sol^jEcp SALAP £OWLS, wriicH, IN
ANP C?F TUEAASEL-VES, AREL REASONABLY
IMNOFFENSIVE ; SUOULP NELVE.R 3E "SERVtP
TO PINING MAUL PATROMS AT TEMPERATURES 1^
EXCESS OF 35Q° f.

First priority is always given to students who
want their old rooms back in the same dorm the
following year. If the residence life officials can't
provide that as an option for a student, they
consider that student displaced, said Cheryl
Gray, associate director of residence life.
The displaced group consists of students from
all academic levels who live in Howard
Johnson's, Ashby, Wayland, Gifford, Chandler
and the Phi Mu sorority house. They have been
displaced for everything from de-tripling to coed
shifting. Thus, these are the very same people
who get the next priority, and the wrath of the
upperclassmen.
The reason these people get priority is
because the residence life office feels it owes
them something, regardless of academic level.
WHILE IT is a good idea to compensate
these people for displacing them,
the Office of Residence Life should
give something to "those sophomores and
juniors who have waited for prime living
opportunities also.
Rather than giving the displaced students total
priority over everyone, let them get priorty over
their respective classes only. This was done in
previous years, and it seems to be a fair deal all
the way around.
This year could have repercussions for the
next few years, depending on how many other
students get pulled in by these people. Don't
spend your energy complaining this year,
because things aren't going to change. In order
to avoid the problem next year, though, write in
your complaints and comments on the
residence life survey handed out at registration.
Student comments from this year's sign-up will
be given a high priority next year, Gray said. In a
process that can't be changed this year, that
seems to be the best thing some
upperclassmen will get in the "high priority"
department.
The above editorial 5 the opinion of the
1907-M Breeze Editorial Board.
Rob Waahburn
Mark Chamock
Editor
Editorial Editor
Mike Wilt on
Stephen Ronntree
Managing Editor
AMI Editorial Editor

-TAKE NOTE: ^LL.
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Sometimes it takes a radical
to put things in perspective
I always felt Ann Bastian would be a good subject
ticularly outrageous, but I also ended up listening.
for a column, even while I was silently cursing her
1 learned nothing of government structure. That
beliefs behind my desk.
was not what she taught
A short, feisty brunette, Bastian was my political
Her teaching method employed a confrontational
science teacher at a New York art school I attended
style. If a student disagreed with her historical interbriefly last year. She taught to keep in touch with
pretation, he should say so, and back his argument
this generation, having graduated from Harvard in
with coherently presented facts. Bastian was less conthe late 60'.s, with a decerned with what was said
gree in civil disobedience.
than why someone said it
BEHIND THE
She was far removed
During a discussion on
from the careerism of the
SCENES
the civil rights and student
young students who
freedom rides in the deepsometimes rode the subest parts of the south, Basways home with her to
Morgan Ashton
tian asked us if anyone had
Brooklyn.
heard of Paul Robeson.
The first day of class,
None of us had.
Bastian calmly announced her political views to her
She looked startled for a minute, and a little un15 naint-streaked students. Was she conservative?
easy. Robeson, she explained, had been one of the
Noi likely. Moderate? Never. Liberal? No, she
most famous black men in America. An Ivy-League
was not a liberal.
football star and professional singer, he spoke four
"I want you to know where I am coming from,"
languages fluently. He had a higher IQ than most of
she said, "I am a radical.''
his while peers. He also was brought before a senate
Nothing she said the rest of the school year would
committee in the cold-war 1950s and charged with
penetrate. I blocked her out I knew the U.S. governbeing a communist.
ment was no saint in world politics, but I also reThe U.S. State Department revoked his passport,
fused to believe it was responsible for every sewer
effectively barring him from leaving the country.
backup from here to Bangledesh.
Such actions are common practice, if you live in the
So I sat back in my seat and did the assigned reading. I questioned her when she said something parSee ASHTON page 35 ►

I
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Readers vary on racial views
Don't mention,
emphasize
To the editor:
I would like to comment on Michael
Stilwell's article "Quit harping on the
JMU race issue." First of all, do you
think before you write? Well,
apparently not. You made some very
awkward and selfish statements that
evoked many feelings from me and
other people.
How dare you state that "there are
plenty of courses that offer education
about the black contribution..." Where
are they? We are.not talking about
courses that "mention" blacks, but
courses that "emphasize" blacks and
their contributions
You also stated that there are other
discriminated nationalities that do not
complain, so why should blacks? You
must realize that blacks are different
from other nationalities. If we wish to
express our views about racism, then
who is to stop us and say we can't?
Surely, not you! Can we help it if we
want to show some concern over a
petty subject such as black

representation?

And another thing. Why should Chey
or any other person go to Alabama or
Georgia to see racial oppression, when
he/she can stay right here at JMU and
see, hear, and live it? Can you see or
maybe you just can't see from behind
those Ray-Bans.
I think that this "race issue" is a
serious matter and it affects all, not
only blacks. If people are aware of
such, then they are more inclined to
respond in order to correct this
"complaint"
Now don't get me wrong. I do respect
your editorial because it gave me the
view of those that can't see, or maybe
just refuse to see.
Well, I must go, but before I do, just
remember this:
Don't assume if you do not know
Ask me and I will tell you so.
Don't criticize if you cannot see
Open you eyes and walk with
A Black Man

Charles Robinson
junior
PU AD/political science

ALMM*
GeafcriA

Get the whole
view of history
To the editor:
In reply to Chey Hodge's question:
What is American history? I'd like to
assert a few comments. First of all,
simply stated, American history is the
history of America.
Although blacks, women, Jews,
Christians, Hispanics, and Germans, are
part of America's past, American
history is not the history of individual
cultural divisions, it is the history of
the nation and culture as a whole.
In the basic survey courses in
American history (History 233 and 234)
students obtain an overall view of the
American past. Picture a survey course
in American history where in one
session the professor covers
German-American history, the next
Hispanic-American history, die next
Jewish-American history and so on
while disregarding the important aspects
of our past, like the American
Revolution and the Great Depression.
Maybe it would be simpler to view
our history as a beautifully detailed
piece of tapestry. An overview of the
tapestry would regard the piece of art as
a whole, looking at important patterns
and designs in the cloth. This oi^view
is comparable to a survey coJBb in
U.S. History.
T
However, in order to gain a complete

understanding of the tapestry, it would
be necessary not only to examine the
work as a whole, but to dissect all of
its intricate parts, even to the last,
minute thread.
The dissection of the tapestry is like
an upper division course in American
History which studies in great detail
specific periods and subcultures. If you
merely disect the tapestry althougif,"
what do you have left? A bunch of
colored thread without meaning or
purpose. Consequently, it is essential
to have a knowledge of the tapestry as
a whole in order to weave the parts
together and recognize their effects on
the whole.
This is why an overview course in
U.S. History is so vital to students. It
serves as a basis for a complete
understanding of American history as a
whole. If a student wishes to pursue a
course later in, say, women's history in
the U.S., he is able to place it into the
context of a broader historical meaning.
A student does gain knowledge of
his past in a course in American
history, but it is the knowledge of his
past as an American, not as a black.
Jew, German, Hispanic, etc.
The purpose of a survey course in
U.S. history is not to teach students
their different cultural heritages but to
give diem a broad meaning to American
culture and civilization as a whole.

Katherlne Almstedt
sophomore
history

Process still has
too many flaws
To the editor:
When the Office of Residence Life considered putting
displaced freshmen before all current seniors, juniors,
and sophomores, did they realize that these 200 girls
would take up the traditional upperclassmen housing?
As a sophomore who has waited two years for an
opportunity to live in the Bluestone. I am angry,
outraged, and especially disappointed. Shorts Hall, the
last coed dorm available, closed right in front of me.
Now that I will be living in McGraw-Long, an
area that I would never have considered as a junior, I
demand some sort of compensation for the
infringement on my rights as a rising junior.
The university should redo the enure housing
sign-up process or allow the opportunity to cancel
housing contracts. I speak for at least 200 current
sophomores, juniors and seniors who could have lived
in the dorm of their choice or in any of the Bluestone

Suzanne Alfaro
sophomore
geography
•oven other signatures

Y-lot solutions needed
To the editor:
I would like to address the problem of parking on
campus. Specifically, I would like to address what
happened Wednesday, April 15 in Y-lot behind
Anthony-Seeger.
It is Wednesday, just like any other Wednesday,
when I finish my classes and venture out to my car
to return home. When I get to Y-lot, I find that
there is about three and a half feet of water in the
parking lot, and my new Ford Escort is right in the
middle of it!
Well, after I calm down, I proceed to stand in the
pouring rain for 30 minutes while my car is towed
out (hats off to the towing crew; they did a good
job). Well, when I open the door to my car,
there is about one foot of water INSIDE the car!

Well, there were not enough words, (you know
what kind) for me to express my emotions.
When I finally get die car home, I proceed to bail
it out, hoping nothing other than a pair of sneakers
have been ruined.
What I want to know is, is something finally
going to be done about Y-lot? (which seems to be
a poor excuse for a parking lot) Is somebody
responsible for the damage to my car? I'm sure my
car is not the only one.

Keith Stevens
senior
music performance
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PREGNANT?
Free Confidential Hel
Free Pregnancy Test
The ultimate in copying
pick up and ikhwr\
iMmiMiKf

0

IRTHRIGHT
434-0003

kWwj
433-9287
Harriswiburg, V*.

YES!

YOU CAN STILL GET IN TO MADISON GARDENSTHE MOST SPACIOUS OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR EARLY RESERVATION !
- LUXURY 3 BEDROOM UNITS W/2 FULL BATHS
- FURNISHED FOR UP TO 5 PERSONS
- PRIVATE DECKS OFF EACH BEDROOM

234-8854
Show someone you care with a lasting gift.
R teddy bear with a bouquet of balloons.
" fl UNIQUE 6IFT TO GIUE"
graduation Special - NOW until May 15
fl cuddly bear with a paw-ful of balloons
$15.00
FREE LOCAL DELIUERV

1

HARRISONBURG
HONDA

CONGRATULATES THIS YEAR'S
SOON TO BE
COLLEGE GRADUATES

ONLY A FEW LEFT-CALL TODAY

PATRICK REAL ESTATE 433-2559

BE POSITIVELY

::*

L

HAIR GLOSS™ is the ultimate
polish for the season's smooth
styles. It catches the light gloriously to cap off those sleek
geometric cuts with incredible
pizzaz. Just spray it on
lightly, and shine like never
Hornsonburg's Most Progressive Salon
before.

head First
haircutters
We are the only local salon to
offer the complete Sebastian
product line. Come in for a
free sample.

433-6643
1828 S. Main
Beside Nautilus

g
SIIASTIAN

Hair Gloss is a trademark of tinaatlsn International.
I 1966 Ssbaatlsn International, mc. Woodianq HtMs CA 9136?

As you enter the workplace,
we would like to assist you by
making the transition as easy
as possible.If you are considering
transportation, you may find
that without credit history,
credit experience, and credit
references it may be difficult
to obtain the car you want.
WE CAN HELP WITH OUR
* NEW COLLEGE GRADUATE PLAN *
YOU CAN
1.Establish credit with major banks
2.Establish credit history and reference
3.Arrange payments to fit your situation

#1 PRODUCT
#1 SERVICE
#1 PRICE

iHorrisoriburq
'Hondo

O.L. No. 407S

<H

433-1W7

2675 S. Main St., Harrisonburg, Va.
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Gladwell needs JMU support
Tp the Editor:
On October 17, 1986,'a JMUjunior
was severely injured when she was
struck by a car on campus. Pam
Gladwell has remained hospitalized
since the accident.
As Pam's fellow students we felt the
need to hold a fundraiser and challenge
other campus organizations to also
make donations.
The $150 we raised was pooled with
pledges from Logan Hall, Catholic
Campus Ministry, Alpha Sigma Alpha,
Delta Gamma, and Beta Beta Beta, a

biology honor society, to make a total
contribution of $515. Beta Beta Beta
also plans to hold another carwash this
week and donate more money to the
fund. This is only a drop in the bucket
to cover the bills which have accrued
the Gladwells since last fall.
The above organizations now
challenge other campus groups and
individuals to make a commitment to
donate any amount affordable.
Please join us in our effort to help
relieve the Gladwell's of their heavy
financial burden and show Pam that

JMU is behind her during this difficult
time.
Please make checks payable to Pam
Gladwell and send them as soon as
possible
to:
IABC/JMU,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, campus mail.
Donations will be forwarded to the
Gladwells. We hope we can count on
your support.
Cathy Young
senior
president, JMU/IABC

SEE ML
FEEL ME.
TOUCH ME.
HEAR ME.

Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a
challenging yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College
at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of
research and further study in this field. Our ASH Aaccredited
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and
our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or parttime if you are employedjn the field.
For ir.form..jfion on these programs, or a free brochure, complete a: d mail the coupon below. Or call (61 ) 437^708^^^^^
rTeTsrs"™"rma1t7cri """peech-Language Pathology and
Audiology Programs.
Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions^ 106 DK,
Northeastern University. 360 Huntington Ave„ Boston. MA 02 i 15.
Phone_

M

Name

State.

.Zip.

Northeastern University
ineS£l*PPor.uSry. .«™.Hv. action un.vers.ty

Ash ton

► (Continued from page 32)

Soviet Union. His persecution was a
paranoid romp through the gardens of
the Constitution.
Not one of my high school history
teachers had talked about Robeson,
though I know a great deal about the
hula-hoop craze which occured a few
years earlier. Just ask me who stitched
the first American flag.
Robeson seems to have become the
victim of historical "priorities."
Books published in the late 1940s
described him as world-famous, yet not
one of Bastian's 15 students knew of
the man's existence. Her point was this:
knowledge must not only be sought but
sometimes actively questioned.
Bastian subscribed to an "IBM wants
the world" philosophy that had not
altered much since Kent State.
Calling the actions of some U.S.
multi-national corporations immoral,
even homicidal, sounded
like
paisley-wrapped, anti-Americanism to
me. It wasn't hard to discount the view
as claptrap.
It is harder to distance myself from,
say, the marketing genius of the
Richmond-based A.H. Robins
Corporation which sold its
contraceptive Dalkon Shield to
unsuspecting women in the Third
World after the product was banned
from sale in our country.
I disagreed with Bastian on many
issues. After a while, I knew what her
response would be before I asked the
question that invariably triggered it.
She was a "career radical" whose
passage through life had not diluted her
convictions. I learned in her class not to
rely too heavily on platitudes and
slogans of any slant.
I also learned not to discount an
argument just because I didn't like the
politics of the person giving it.
Look at the facts, Bastian seemed to
be saying, just look at the facti, then
draw your own conclusions.

SUMMERTIME
JOBS
(VA Beach Area)
Holiday Trav-I-Park is seeking hard
working, reliable, motivated persons
with experience in retail sales for
positions in stock, sales, and cashier.
Also in the registration office and
maintenance department.
CONTACT: GINNY

1075 GENERAL BOOTH BLvb
VA BEACH. VA 23451
PH: (KM) 423-0249
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COUPON ■■■■

Deluxe
Dinner
For Four
INCLUDES A 16"
DELUXE PIZZA
AND FOUR 16 0
CUPS OF COKE
OR SPRITE

INLY
REGULAR $11.50

■■

WE RESERVE THE niGhi
10 LIMIT OJH lifcilV'.BV AREA

Hi RESERVE THE Ff,GH!
TO LiMil O'JR DELIVERY AREA

COUPON ■■■

COMPARE

COUPON ■■•

■■■

THE
COUPON

COUPON ■■■■

VALUE!!

COUPON ■■■■

BIG 12"
SUBS

$750
1EGULAP $9.50

PLUS TWO FREE 16
0J GUPS OF COKE
OR SPRITE .
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT OURR DELIVERY AREA )■
f

■ ■■■

COUPON

COMBOl
INCLUDES A BIG
1? SUB. A 12
TWO HEM PIZZA[
AND FOUR 16
01 CUPS OF
COKE OR
SPRITE

12" CHEESE PIZZA
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY
16" TWO ITEM PIZZA
(AT THE REGULAR PRICE)
. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT OUR DELIVERY AREA

COUPON

■

COUPON ^0 rt_

|SAVINGS$0.25
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT OUR DELIVERY AREA

COUPON

■■■■

